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Abstract. Rules are often being used as a (declarative) programming
language to describe real-world decision logic such as business rules or
contract/policy logic and create production systems upon (see e.g. RBSLA/ContractLog project hosted at Sourceforge). For this reason, it is
important to support testing mechanisms, that can help rule programmers to determine the reliability of the results produced by their rule
systems. Different approaches and methodologies to verification and validation (V&V) of rule-based systems have been proposed in the literature.
Simple operational debugging approaches which instrument the rule system and explore its execution trace using e.g., spy and trace commands,
place a huge cognitive load on the user, who needs to analyze each step of
the inference process. On the other hand, typical heavy-weight validation
methodologies such as waterfall-based approaches are often not suitable
for rule-based systems, because they induce high costs of change and
do not facilitate evolutionary modelling of rules with collaborations of
different roles such as domain experts, system developers and knowledge
engineers. In this paper, we adapt a recent trend in software engineering
(SE), namely test driven development, to define self validating rule bases
in the domain of logic programming, one of the most prominent and successful approaches in declarative rule based programming. We argue that
test cases, an agile development methodology of Extreme Programming
(XP), have a huge potential to be a successful tool for declarative verification and validation of LP-based rule bases. Test cases in combination
with other XP related techniques such as test coverage measurement or
evolving rule base refinements (by applying refactorings which improve
the existing rule code, e.g., via removing inconsistencies, redundancy
or missing knowledge without breaking its functionality) are suitable
for typically frequently changing requirements and models of rule-based
projects. Due to their inherent simplicity test cases better facilitate rule
interchange in distributed applications and support different roles which
are involved during the rule engineering process. The presence of test
cases safeguards the life cycle of rules, e.g. enabling V&V at design time
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but also dynamic testing of (transactional) self-updates of the extensional facts and intensional rules at runtime. Here the test cases are used
as highly expressive integrity constraints, e.g. as post conditional tests in
ECA(P) rules. If the post condition test in an ECAP rule fails the update
action which adds or removes rules or facts from the KB is completely
”rolled back”. Another very interesting application domain of test cases
for logic programs (LPs) is rule interchange. Test cases can be used to
ensure correct execution of an interchanged LP in a target execution
environment by validating the LP in the target inference engine with
the attached and interchanged test cases. Meta annotations of the inference engine and the interchanged LPs disclosing the supported/intended
semantics (e.g. well-founded semantics, stable model semantics etc.) of
both the engine and the program together with appropriate test case
variants for different semantics can be used to decide wether the interchanged rule base can be executed correctly in the target rule system. In
case such annotations are not given, test cases with meta test programs
(meta test rules) as assertions allow analyzing typical properties of LP
based semantics. An adequate combination of meta tests for semantic
properties uniquely characterizes a particular semantics and hence allows automatic determination of the semantics supported by the target
inference engine.
We show that test cases can be represented in a homogeneous LP representation language. The major advantage of this homogenous integration
is, that the test cases and the test suites can be managed, maintained
and executed within the same rule based environment, based on a welldefined declarative LP-related semantical basis. We further investigate,
how the concept of test coverage from XP can be adapted to logic programming, in order to quantify the quality of test cases for V&V of a
particular LP and use the novel notion of test coverage to give feedback
and hints on how to optimize and refine the test cases and the rule code
in an iterative process. We discuss the implementation of these ideas in
the ContracLog KR and present concrete syntax and semantics of test
cases for general LPs. We further extend this approach to support welladopted SE test frameworks like JUnit [23] and to facilitate a very tight
integration of tests into existing IDEs such as Eclipse and tools such
as Ant. In addition to the representation of test cases in a Prolog-like
scripting syntax, we introduce a markup serialization as an extension to
the emerging Semantic Web Rule Markup Language RuleML.
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On the Need of Verification and Validation in
Rule-based Engineering of Logic Programs

Logic programming has been a very popular paradigm in the late 1980’s and
one of the most successful representatives of declarative programming in general. Although, logic programming is based on solid and well-understood theoretical concepts and has been proven to be very useful for rapid prototyping
and describing problems on a high abstraction level, its applications in commercial software have been limited throughout the past years. However, increasing interest in industry and academia in rule-based applications encompassing not only low-level operational decision rules or database rules/triggers,
but also higher-level quality of service (QoS), business rule decision logics or
contractual agreements such as service level agreements (SLAs) or policies has
led to much recent development - see e.g. the rule based Service Level Agreement project (RBSLA - http://ibis.in.tum.de/staff/paschke/rbsla/index.htm) or
SweetRules (http://sweetrules.projects.semwebcentral.org/). These rule-based
application domains appear to be particularly suitable to logic programming.
For example, IT service providers need to manage large amounts of SLAs / policies / business rules which describe various decision, behavioral or business logic
using different rule types such as deeply nested conditional clauses (derivation
rules), reactive or even proactive behavior (ECA rules), normative statements
(deontic rules), legal rules (compliance rules) or integrity definitions (integrity
constraints). This rule types have been shown to be adequately represented as
logic programs (LPs)- see e.g. the ContractLog KR for an expressive combination of different logical formalisms into the framework of logic programming.
For such rule-based applications, which are often managed in a distributed way
and are interchanged between domain boundaries, the knowledge including the
intensional rules must necessarily be modelled and maintained evolutionary, in
a close collaboration between practitioners, domain experts and rule engineers.
The rules are not of static nature and need to be continuously adapted to changing needs. Furthermore, the derived conclusions and results need to be highly
reliable and traceable to count even in the legal sense. For this reason, it is important to support expressive but nevertheless easy to use V&V mechanisms,
that can help rule engineers to determine the reliability of the results produced
by their rule systems, ensure the correct execution in a target rule inference environment and safeguard the life cycle of rules in rule-based projects which are
likely to change frequently.
In this paper we endeavor to adapt test-driven V&V techniques from Software Engineering to rule-based knowledge engineering in the domain of logic
programming. Although Extreme Programming techniques [7, 6] and similar approaches to ”agile” software engineering have been applied very successful in
recent years and are widely used among mainstream software developers, its
ideas have not been transferred into the recent rule-based application communities in areas such as rule-based policy, contract or business rule representation.
However, especially as rule-bases grow larger and more complex such SE principles become more important. The exchange of rule sets and future growth of
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distributed rule-based projects will be seriously obstructed if developers do not
firmly face the problem of reliability. Test cases, an approach from agile software development in Extreme Programming, can help here. They represent a
black box view on the program and are significantly simpler than the code they
describe. Hence, test cases in combination with other SE methodologies such as
test coverage measurement and refactorings are geared for typically frequently
changing requirements and models of rule-based projects. In particular, rule base
refinements by applying refactorings which improve the existing rule code, e.g.
by removing inconsistencies, redundancy or missing knowledge without breaking
the functionality of the rule program, leads to optimized programs. Moreover,
due to its inherent simplicity test cases better support different roles which are
involved during the LP engineering process and helps to safeguard the life cycle
of LPs. Using the test cases as constraints which describe the intended model of
a LP gives rule engineers an expressive but nevertheless easy to use modelling
language, and makes LPs self validating, i.e the LP is correct if and only if the
integrated test cases succeed. Changing requirements and detected faults (bugs)
are first translated into new test cases, rendering the LP incorrect with respect to
the new set of test cases. The LP is then modified until the old and the new test
cases succeed. There are several other SE technologies to facilitate test driven
development. Test coverage metrics can be used to quantify the completeness
and quality of test cases for V&V of a particular program. Test frameworks like
JUnit facilitate a tight integration of tests into code and allow for automated
testing and test report creation. We attempt to adapt these values, principles and
practices of test-drive development in Extreme Programming to the agile development of Logic Programs and rule-based knowledge engineering. We develop
a homogeneous representation approach based on general LPs (GLPs) where
rules and test cases are written in the same representation language. We have
implemented the test-driven V&V approach in the ContractLog KR and applied
it successfully in the rule based SLA (RBSLA) project for the development of
complex, distributed service level agreements.
The further paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we describe basic
concepts and definitions in rule-based verification and validation research. In
section 3 we adapt the concept of test cases from extreme programming to logic
programming and describe a homogeneous integration approach where test cases
are represented in the same rule language as the logic program. In section 4 we
extend this test-driven approach with test coverage measurement for LP-based
test case by exploiting techniques from inductive logic programming (ILP). We
show how the feedback derived by the test coverage measurement can be used
to refine and optimize the test cases and the tested programs. In section 5 we
elaborate on the use of test cases in the context of rule interchange. Here, evaluation of the possibly unknown target inference engine and in particular of its
semantics is vital to ensure correct execution and establish trust to this inference service. We show that test cases can be used to solve this task. Moreover,
we introduce a method to determine the semantics of inference engines by testing general semantic properties with meta test programs, in case the inference
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engine gives no meta information about its features and semantics. In section
6 we elaborate on another important application domain of test case, that is
knowledge self-updates which evolve the state of the LP. We show how integrity
constraints or test cases (as highly expressive integrity constraints) can be used
to safeguard transactional knowledge updates of rules such as derivation rule or
reactive ECA rules. In section 7 we describe the implementation of test cases
in the ContractLog KR. The implementation integrates the test-driven development approach for LPs into IDEs such as Eclipse and common test frameworks
and tools such as JUnit and Ant. Beside an ISO Prolog related scripting syntax
to write LPs and test cases we have also implemented a markup serialization
syntax as an extension to RuleML, a well-known Semantic Web rule markup
language. In section 8 we discuss related works. In section 9 we give a conclusion
of the work and discuss future steps.

2

Basic in Rule-based Verification and Validation
Research

Verification and validation (V&V) of rule bases is vital to assure that the LP
used, e.g. to represent a policy or a contract, performs the tasks which it was
designed for. Accordingly, the term V&V is used as a rough synonym for ”evaluation and testing”. Both processes guarantee that the LP provides the intended
answer, but also imply other goals such as to assure the security or maintenance
and service of the rule-based system. There are many definitions of verification
and validation in the SE literature, e.g., [76, 77]. In the context of V&V of rule
bases we use the following definitions:
Verification ensures the technical correctness of a LP. Akin to traditional software engineering a distinction between structurally flawed or logically flawed
rule bases can be made with structural checks for redundancy or relevance and
semantic checks for consistency, soundness and completeness.
As discussed by Gonzales [78] validation should not be confused with verification. Validation is concerned with the logical correctness of a rule-based system
in a particular environment/situation and domain. Typically, validation is based
on tests, desirably in the real environment and under real circumstances, where
the rule base is considered as a ”black box” which produces certain outputs (answer to queries) given a set of input data (assertions represented as facts).
Another distinction which can be made is between errors and anomalies:
Errors represent problems which directly effect the operations of a rule base.
The simplest source of errors are typographical mistakes which can be solved
by a verifying parser. More complex problems arise in case of large rule bases
incorporating several people during design and maintenance and in case of the
dynamic alteration of the rule base via adding, changing or refining the knowl-
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edge which might easily lead to incompleteness and contradictions.
Anomalies are considered as symptoms of genuine errors, i.e. they man not
necessarily represent problems in themselves.
Much work has been done to establish and classify the nature of errors and
anomalies that may be present in rule bases, see e.g. the taxonomy of anomalies
from Preece and Shinghal [79] or Ayel and Laurent [65]. A general distinction
can be made between errors/anomalies concerned with the design of rule bases
and those concerned with the inferences. Typical inference errors are e.g. redundant rules, circular rules or dead end rules (in forward chaining systems). Typical
design errors/anomalies are e.g. duplication, inconsistency or subsumedness. For
a detailed discussion of potential errors and anomalies that may occur in rule
bases see e.g. [80]. Here, we briefly review the notions that are commonly used
in the literature:
– Consistency: No conflicting conclusions can be made from a set of valid input
data. The common definition of consistency is that two rules or inferences
are inconsistent if they succeed at the same knowledge state, but have conflicting results. Several special cases of inconsistent rules are considered in
literature such as:
self-contradicting rules, e.g. p ∧ q → ¬p
self-contradicting rule chains, e.g. p ∧ q → r and r → ¬p
contradicting rules, e.g. p ∧ q → s and p ∧ q → ¬s
contradicting rule chains, e.g. p → q and q → s and p → ¬s
Note that the first two cases of self-contradiction are not consistent in a semantic sense and can equally be seen as redundant rules, since they can be
never concluded.
– Correctness/Soundness: No invalid conclusions can be inferred from valid
input data, i.e. a rule base is correct when it holds for any complete model
M , that the inferred output from valid inputs via the rule base are true
in M . This is closely related to soundness which checks that the intended
outputs indeed follows from the valid input. Note, that in case of partial
models with only partial information this means that all possible partial
models need to be verified instead of only the complete models. However, for
monotonic inferences these notions coincide and a rule base which is sound
is also consistent.
– Completeness: No valid input information fails to produce the intended output conclusions, i.e. completeness relates to gaps (incomplete knowledge) in
the knowledge base. The iterative process of building large rule bases where
rules are tested, added, changed and refined obviously can leave gaps such as
missing rules in the knowledge base. This usually results in intended derivations which are not possible. Typical sources of incompleteness are missing
facts or rules which prevent intended conclusions to be drawn. But there are
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also other sources. A knowledge base having too many rules and too many
input facts negatively influences performance and may lead to incompleteness due to termination problems or memory overflows. Hence, superfluous
rules and non-terminating rule chains can be also considered as completeness
problems, e.g.:
Unused rules and facts, which are never used in any rule/query derivation
(backward reasoning) or which are unreachable or dead-ends (forward reasoning).
Redundant rules such as identical rules or rule chains, e.g. p → q and p → q.
Subsumed rules, a special case of redundant rules, where two rules have the
same rule head but one rule contains more prerequisites (conditions) in the
body, e.g. p ∧ q → r and p → r. Clearly, the first rule is redundant.
Self-contradicting rules, such as p ∧ q ∧ ¬p → r or simply p → ¬p, which can
never succeed (as already discussed in the consistency properties).
Loops in rules of rule chains, e.g. p ∧ q → q or tautologies such as p → p.
A similar classification of logic and design errors/anomalies can be attributed to
reactive rules (e.g. ECA rules, triggers) found e.g. in active databases, e.g. loops
in rule chains have been also identified as a problem for active rules which use
actions as input events to trigger other reactive rules [81, 82].

3

Homogeneous Integration of Test Cases into Logic
Programs

The relevance of verification and validation of LPs has been recognized in the
past and several approaches have been propose (see section 8). Most of these
approaches rely on debugging the derivation trees or transforming the program
into other representation structures such as graphs, petri nets or algebraic structures which are then analyzed for inconsistencies. Typically, the definition of an
inconsistency, error or anomaly (see section 2) is then given in the language used
for analyzing the program, i.e. the V&V information is not expressed in the same
logical rule language as the LP. This is a strong contrast to the way people would
like to engineer, manage and maintain rule-based programs and systems. Different skills for writing LPs and analyzing them are needed as well as different
systems for reasoning with rules and verifying and validation rules. In many
V&V approaches the used methodologies are much more complicated than the
rules / programs, which should be tested (cf. e.g. model checking techniques in
SE). However, it turns out that even writing rule-based systems that are useful
in practice is already of significant complexity, e.g. due to non-monotonic features or different negations and that simple methods are needed to safeguard the
engineering and maintenance process with respect to verification and validation
of the rules. Therefore, what we would like to have is an approach that allows us
to represent rules and tests in the same homogeneous representation language,
so that they can be engineered, executed, maintained and interchanged together
using the same inference system for reasoning about both. This design goal is
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also backed up by the success of agile test-driven development in SE where test
cases are written in the target programming language, e.g. Java test cases for
Java programs. Before we elaborate on a homogeneous integration approach of
LPs and test cases we first briefly introduce some basic concepts of logic programs, in particular general logic programs (GLP).
Syntax of General Logic Programs
A GLP over an alphabet L is a set of rules of the from H ← B, where H
is a literal over L called the head of the derivation rule, and B is a set of literals
over L called the body of the rule. A literal is either an atom or the negation
not of an atom. A rule is called a fact if it only consists of the head H. It is
called a definite rule (a.k.a. Horn rule) if it does not contain negations. An atom
B is a n-ary formula containing terms p(a, X, f (...)), where p is the predicate
name. A term is either a constant a, a (possibly free) variable X or a n-ary
complex term/function f (...). A term is ground, if no variables occur in it and
an atom is ground, if all terms are ground. Throughout this paper we use a
notation for rules as described above with head and body separated by ←. However, our reference implementation uses a Prolog-related scripting syntax where
LPs a written as scripts - see section 7. We sometimes also use this scripting
notation, in particular in section 7, where we elaborate on the implementation
of the introduced concepts.
Semantics of General Logic Programs
A Herbrand interpretation of a GLP is any subset I ⊆ Bp of the Herbrand
base of the program P . The Herbrand universe UP is the set of all ground terms
which can be formed by the functions and constants. The Herbrand base BP is
the set of all ground atoms Bi that can be formed by using the predicates and
the terms from the Herbrand universe UP . A Herbrand model of P is a Herbrand
interpretation of P such that for each rule H ← B1 , ..., Bn in P the interpretation satisfies the logical formula ∀X((B1 ∧ ... ∧ Bn ⇒ H)), where X is a list of
variables in the rule. A ground atom B resp. ¬B is a consequence of P (P |= B
resp. P |= ¬B) if B ∈ TP∞ resp. B 3 TP∞ , where TP∞ is a least fixpoint (according to Knaster-Tarski theorem) of the generalized operator Tp : 2BP 7→ 2BP
for infinite sets of clauses, where 2BP denotes the set of all Herbrand interpretations of P . The semantics of a set P of ground clauses is defined as the set
M (P ) = {B|P |= B} ∪ {¬B|P |= ¬B} = TP∞ ∪ {¬B|B ∈ BP \ TP∞ }. Note, that
in practice different strategies, e.g. SLD-resolution and variants, to determine
P |= B have been propose which not always need to compute a ground program
P and M (P ). In section 5 we will give a more general definition of semantics for
LPs, which also incorporates non-monotonicity.
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Syntax and Semantics of Test Cases for LPs
The general idea of test cases in software engineering is to predefine the intended output of a program or method and compare the intended results with
the actual results of the program/method. If both match each other, the test
case is said to capture the intended behavior of the program/method or alternatively, the test case covers the program/method. Although there is no 100%
guarantee that the test cases defined to verify or validate a program exclude
every unintended results of the program, they are an easy way to approximate
correctness and other SE-related quality goals, in particular when the test cases
and the program are refined in an iterative process until their is large evidence
that the program satisfies the goals it was designed for. In logic programming we
think of a LP as formalizing our knowledge about the world and how the world
behaves. The world is defined by a set of models. The rules in the LP constrain
the set of possible models to the set of models which satisfy the rules w.r.t the
current knowledge base (knowledge state), i.e. the satisfiable sentences which
have at least one possible model. In other words, rules provide an unambiguous
way to describe the intended models of the LP by excluding models. A query Q
to the LP is typically a conjunction of atoms G1 ∧ .. ∧ Gn , where the atoms Gi
may contain variables. Note, that, as we will see in section 5, depending on the
class of the LP also disjunctive and negated queries might be possible. Asking a
query Q to the LP then means asking for all possible substitutions θ of the variables in Q such that Qθ logically follows from the LP P and P |= Q, i.e. asking
a query means finding models which satisfy the sentence formed by the query.
The substitution set θ is said to be the answer to the query, i.e. it is the output
of the program P . Hence, following the idea of test cases, to verify and validate
the rules of a program P we need to predefine the intended outputs of P for a set
of (test) queries to P and compare it with the actual results / answers derived
from P by asking the test queries to P . In general the set of possible models of a
program might be quite large (even if many constraining rules exist, e.g. because
of a large fact base) or even infinite (e.g. in case of infinite functions in LPs). As
a result the set of test queries needed to test the program and verify the actual
models of P would be in worst case also infinite. However, we claim that most
of the time correctness of a set of rules can be assured by testing a much smaller
subset of these models. In particular, as we will see in section 4, in order to be
a cover for a program the test queries need to be only an as general as possible
instantiation of the rules’ terms in order to fully investigate and test all rules in
P . This also supports our second claim, that V&V of LPs with test cases can be
almost ever done in reasonable time, due to the fact that the typical test query
is a ground query which has a small search space (as compared to queries with
free variables) and only proves existence of at least one model satisfying it.

In analogy to test cases in SE we define a test case T C := {A, T } for a GLP
P to consists of
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– a set of possibly empty input assertions ”A” being the set of temporarily
asserted test input facts (and additionally meta test rules) defined over the
alphabet ”L”. The assertions are used to setup the test environment. They
can be e.g. used to define test facts, result values of (external) functions
called by procedural attachments, events and actions for testing reactive
rules or additional meta test rules
– a set of one ore more tests T . Each test Ti , i > 0 consists of
- a test query Q with goal atoms of the form q(t1 , ..tn )?, where Q ∈ rule(P )
and rule(P ) is the set of predicates in the head of rules (since only rules
need to be tested)
- a result R being either positive ”true”, negative ”f alse” or ”unknown”.
- an answer set θ of expected variable bindings for the variables of the
test query Q: θ := {X1 , ..Xn } where each Xi is a set of variable bindings
{Xi /a1 , Xi /a2 , Xi /a3 , .., Xi /an }. For ground test queries θ := ∅ .

We write a test case T as follows: T = A ∪ {Q => R : θ}. If a test case has
no assertions we simply write T = {Q => R : θ}. For example a test case
T 1 = {p(X) => true : {X/a, X/b, X/b}, q(Y ) => f alse} defines a test case T 1
with two test queries p(X)? and q(Y )?. The query p(X)? should succeed and
return three answers a,b and c for the variable X. The query q(Y ) should fail.
The intended answer set might be empty either because the test query is ground
and hence the test case only succeeds if the result of the query corresponds to the
expected result or because the test query fails, i.e. no answer can be derived and
the test case fails in case of a positive expected result. In this case we shorten
the notation of a test case to T = {Q => R}. The syntax defined in this sections
is only a notational syntax used in this paper to write test in a compact form.
In section 8 we will introduce a Prolog related scripting syntax which is used to
write LPs and test cases. In fact, test cases are written as special stand-alone
LPs which can be imported to the knowledge base.
After having defined the semantics and syntax of test cases for V&V of LPs,
in the next section we elaborate on improving the quality of test cases via test
coverage measurement. The feedback provided by the test coverage measurement
can be used to adapt the test cases to better capture the intended semantics of
the LP but also to improve the quality of the LP by a refactoring of the rule base
[16]. Refactoring in software engineering [17] aims at improving the structure but
retaining the behavior. In section 2 we have discussed some typical design errors
and anomalies which amount for a refactoring of the rule base. There are some
results in the context of logic programming on refactorings in the strong sense
[45]. In section 5 we will introduce some general properties a semantics for (nonmonotonic) LPs should satisfy such as Elimination of Tautologies or Elimination
of Non-minimal Rules. These ”transformation” principles also form the basis for
applying refactorings on LPs without changing their semantics.
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Test Coverage: Measuring the Quality of Tests for
Logic Programs

An important tasks in test-driven V&V is test coverage determination to evaluate the quality of the actual test cases. Test coverage determines whether a
test case covers a program, i.e. it provides an evaluable measure for the evidence
of correctness of a program by the applied test case. Test coverage gives feedback to which extend the program has been investigated by a test case and how
to extend this test case with additional goals in order to increase the coverage
level, i.e. test coverage also can be used to refine the test case and the rule base
in the sense of refactoring cycles. However, differences between the declarative
and imperative programming paradigm directly impact the development of a
testing methodology for LPs and constrain the applicability of traditional SE
test coverage measures evaluating to what extend the test cases investigate the
program. Conventional SE testing methods for imperative languages, such as
Java, C++, rely on the control flow graph as an abstract model of the program
or the explicitly defined data flow and use coverage measures such as branch or
path coverage, e.g. [20, 43, 49, 14]. This is not directly applicable in logic programming (LP). Here the focus lies on evaluating facts and using them to infer
more knowledge and find answers to problems by means of rules, whereas it is
up to the rule engine (the generic solver/ inference engine) to find the solutions.
In logic programming the procedural semantics is typically based on resolution
with backtracking and unification (e.g. SLD(NF) resolution or SLG resolution),
i.e. no explicit control flow exists and the data flow due to the declarative, global
rules as well as the central concept of unification is completely different from an
imperative program (it is expressed only implicitly). Hence, no conventional coverage measures from structural software testing can be used and an appropriate
abstract model of a logic program for building a coverage measure has to be
defined, which should be based on execution model of LPs.
Since the common deductive computational model of logic programming uses
backward-reasoning (goal-driven) resolution to instantiate the program clauses
via goals and uses unification to determine the program clauses to be selected
and the variables to be substituted by terms, a test coverage notion for LPs can
be build on this central concept of unification. In logic programming unification
is used to derive specific information out of general rules which assert general
information about a problem. The rules are instantiated via goals, leading to specific instances of these rules. A goal G? initiates a refutation attempt unifying the
goal G? with the head of an appropriate rule H ← B leading to an instance of the
rule (H ← B)0 if there exists a substitution θ = {V1 /t1 , .., Vn /tn } which assigns
terms ti to variables Vi such that (H ← B)0 = (H ← B)θ. Applying a substitution θ to a term, atom or rule (program clause) yields the instantiated term,
atom or clause. For example, the rule son(X, Y ) : −parent(Y, X), male(X). and
a goal son(adrian, Y )? leads to the more specialized instance son(adrian, Y ) :
−parent(Y, adrian), male(adrian). The instance body Bθ is the goal reduction
(sub goal) for further derivation leading to more specific instances. Repeating
this process leads to an instance order (H ← B) ≥ (H ← B)0 ≥ whereas ≥ de-
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notes the relation ”more general as”. The unification algorithm finds the greatest
lower bounds (glb) of terms under this instance order ≥, i.e. if θ is a most general
unifier (mgu) for a set of terms T then T θ is the glb of T . Since we use goals to
test a logic program and unification determines the rules to be selected in the
derivation of these goals an initial definition of test coverage is:
A test covers a logic program P, if the test queries (goals) lead to an as general as possible instantiation of each rule in P, such that the full scope of terms
and in particular variable instantiations, of each rule is investigated by the test
queries.
Clearly, such a coverage notion must take into account the concept of unification
which instantiates the variables in the rule heads with the test queries. The unification should lead to a full instantiation of the terms in each rule so that they are
completely investigated by the tests. In other words if the complete information
defined in the LP by the rules is accessed by the test queries or the subsequent
(body instance) subgoals, which are derived via instantiating the rules with the
test queries, the test case covers the LP. Finding general information from specific goals is a task solved by anti-unification. In contrast to unification which
finds the mgu, anti-unification can be used to find the least general generalizations (lgg) of a set of terms/clauses, i.e. the lgg describe the general information
a set of instances has in common. Accordingly, the abstract model of a LP to
base a coverage measure on might be build on the ordering of the instances build
by the unification process starting with the test goals and their subsequent goal
reductions (sub-goals), as described above. The lggs of all instances on each level
under this instance order then gives the test coverage. The idea is to apply the
test goals on the LP, which leads to a specialization of the rules, i.e. an instance
order of rule specializations via unification. Then, based on the concept of antiunification, we try to reconstruct the original LP via generalizing all successful
specializations on each level, starting with the most specific instances at the bottom level up to the top level instances. The resulting ”level of reconstruction”
then gives a measure for the test coverage. This measure determines how much
of the rule’ terms has been tested by the test case. In particular this means, if
the generalizations lead to a complete reconstruction of the original LP the test
case covers the program. For example consider a program P with following rules:
f ather(Y, X) : −son(X, Y ), male(Y ).
son(X, Y ) : −parent(Y, X), male(X), male(Y ).
son(X, Y ) : −parent(Y, X), male(X), f emale(Y ).
and the following facts:
male(adrian).male(uwe).male(hans).
f emale(hariet).f emale(babara).
parent(uwe, adrian).parent(hariet, adrian).parent(hans, uwe).parent(babara, uwe).
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Let T = {f ather(uwe, adrian)? => true, f ather(hans, uwe)? => true,
son(hans, uwe)?)} be a test case with two test goals.
The set of top level instances are
f ather(uwe, adrian) : −son(adrian, uwe), male(uwe).
f ather(hans, uwe) : −son(uwe, hans), male(hans).
son(uwe, hans) : −parent(hans, uwe), male(uwe), male(hans).
The subsequent second level instances are
son(adrian, uwe) : −parent(uwe, adrian), male(adrian), male(uwe).
son(uwe, hans) : −parent(hans, uwe), male(uwe), male(hans)
The lggs of the second level instances are
son(X, Y ) : −parent(Y, X), male(X), male(Y ).
and the lggs of the first level instances are
f ather(Y, X) : −son(X, Y ), male(Y )
Accordingly, the first and the second program clause are covered, while the
third is not, i.e. the overall coverage is 67%. We can see that the second rule
is already covered by the first two goals in the test case, which test the father
relation. Hence, we can remove the goal ”son(hans, uwe)?” from the test case.
We further can see that we are missing some level of generality in our LP, because the third rule is not tested at all. This give us a clue how to extend either
the test case with additional goals so that the third program clause is tested or
extend the LP with an additional rule describing the missing relation between a
female parent and the son of this parent. We extend P with the following rule
mother(Y, X) : −son(X, Y ), f emale(Y ).
and add two additional test goals mother(hariet, adrian)? => true
and mother(babara, uwe)? => true to T . This leads to two new top level instances
mother(hariet, adrian) : −son(adrian, hariet), f emale(hariet).
mother(babara, uwe) : −son(uwe, babara), f emale(babara).
and the subsequent second level instances
son(adrian, hariet) : −parent(hariet, adrian), male(adrian), f emale(hariet).
son(uwe, babara) : −parent(babara, uwe), male(uwe), f emale(babara).
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The lggs are then
mother(Y, X) : −son(X, Y ), f emale(Y ).
son(X, Y ) : −parent(Y, X), male(X), f emale(Y ).
The test case now covers the ”refined” LP, i.e. coverage = 100%. Before we
further elaborate on this approach to test coverage, we first give an insight into
the basic concepts of anti-unification.
Anti-Unification
The basic concept of anti-unification was introduced by Plotkin [41, 42] and
further explained e.g. in [47, 30]. Anti-unification has been successfully used in
theorem proving [9] and inductive logic programming (ILP) [29, 8, 1, 38]. Recalling the instance ordering described above unification and anti-unification have
a dual operation of specialization and generalization. Figure 1 illustrates this.

Fig. 1. Unification vs. Anti-Unification

Whereas unification finds the most general unifier (mgu) of two terms and
leads to the greatest lower bounds (glb), anti-unification will find the least general generalization (lgg) of two terms and leads to the least upper bounds. In
other words anti-unification provides the mathematical formalization of the concept of generalization. This generalization means finding the lgg that expresses
what two instance terms have in common. This is important, because obviously
terms can be generalized in many ways, however our interest is in finding the
least general generalization of specialized instances. The lgg is the generalization that keeps a anti-unified term t as special as possible so that every other
generalization would increase the number of possible instances of t in compari-
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son to the possible instances of the lgg. Different extensions to Plotkin’s purely
syntactical anti-unification [41, 42] have been proposed such as semantic generalizations which additionally take background knowledge into account [39], antiunification with respect to equational theories [44], high-order anti-unification
[40] and different definitions have been proposed for the ”more-general-as” relation ≥ which imposes an instance ordering on the space of program clauses
(rules), e.g θ-subsumption, generalized subsumption, relative subsumption, inverse resolution [32]. However, in practice the large majority of anti-unification
algorithms used in ILP systems such as FOIL, CLAUDIEN, TILDE, use syntactical anti-unification with θ-subsumption and least general generalization. This
is due to syntactic generalization does not take into account any background
knowledge. The implementation is therefore much easier and is computationally more feasible as compared to semantic generality (relative least general
generalization), inverse resolution or inverse implication, which are in general
computationally intractable and undecidable. Because of this excellent computational properties θ-subsumption and lgg are the right framework for generality
to base our test coverage notion on. In the following we give a brief review of
θ-subsumption and the concept of least general generalization.
Recall the instance ordering described above: A term t0 is an instance of a
term t if there exists a substitution θ such that t0 = tθ, whereas t is more general
than t0 denoted by t ≥ t0 ⇔ ∃θ : tθ → t0 . θ-subsumption introduces a syntactic
notion of generality: A rule r (resp. a term t) θ-subsumes another rule r0 , if there
exists a substitution θ, such that r ⊆ r0 , i.e. a rule r is at least as general as
the rule r0 (r ≤ r0 ), if r θ-subsumes r0 resp. is more general than r0 (r < r0 )
if r ≤ r0 and r0  r. (see e.g. [41]). The anti-unification theorem given in [30]
states that a set of terms extended by a least element ⊥ under the instance order
relation, forms a lattice, whereas there exists a least upper bound (lub) and a
greatest lower bound (glb). The most general unifier (mgu) is the glb and the
least general generalization (lgg) is the lub: Let S be a set of terms t001 , .., t00n . The
mgu of S corresponds to the glb of S under ≥, i.e. if the subsumption θ is an mgu
for S then Sθ is the glb of S. The lgg of S is the term t with t ≥ t00i (1 ≥ i ≥ n)
and for every term t0 with t0 ≥ t00i it is also true that t ≥ t0 . For each t00i there
exists a substitution θi to transform the lgg back into t00i . A term t θ-subsumes a
term t0 iff there exists a substitution θ, such that ∃θ : tθ ≤ t0 , i.e. θ-subsumption
defines a syntactic notion of generality and specialization:
– If a least element ⊥ is added to the instance order, the relation ≤ forms a
lattice on the set of reduced clauses with a partial ordering (reflexive and
transitive)
– If t θ-subsumes t0 then t is at least as general as t0 : t ≤ t0 .
– If t ≤ t0 and t0 > t then t0 is a specialization of t and t is a generalization of
t0 .
– If t ≤ t0 and t0 ≤ t then t is a variant of t0 .
– If t θ-subsumes t0 then t logically entails t0 : t |= t0 .
For example a rule
R1 = f ather(Y, X) : −son(X, Y ), male(X)
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is more general than a rule
R2 = f ather(uwe, adrian) : −son(adrian, uwe), son(uwe, babara), male(adrian), f emale(babara).
because R1 θ ≤ R2 with θ = {X/adrian, Y /uwe}. A rule p() : −q(X, Y ), q(X, Y )
is more general than p() : −q(a, a) under θ-subsumption as well as p() : −q(X)
is more general than p() : −q(f (a)). Two rules p() : −q(X, Y ). and p() :
−q(X, Y ), q(X, Z). are variants under θ-subsumption.
The lgg of two terms t and t0 denoted by lgg(c, c0 ) is the lub of t and t0 under
the θ-subsumed instance order. Plotkin has given a first algorithm to compute
the lgg:
– lgg(t, t) = t: the lgg of two identical terms is the term itself
– lgg(f (a1 , .., an )), f (b1 , ..bn )) =
f (lgg(a1 , b1 ), .., lgg(an , bn )): the lgg of the terms f (a1 , .., an )) and f (b1 , ..bn )
is f (lgg(a1 , b1 ), .., lgg(an , bn ))
– lgg(f (a1 , .., an ), g(b1 , .., bn )) = X where f 6= g and X represents the pair of
terms throughout
– lgg(p(s1 , .., sn ), p(t1 , .., tn )) =
p(lgg(s1 , t1 ), ..lgg(sn , tn )): The lgg of two literals p(s1 , .., sn ) and p(t1 , .., tn )
is p(lgg(s1 , t1 ), ..lgg(sn , tn ))
– The lgg being undefined when the sign or the predicate symbols are different
This holds for lggs of atoms and clauses (rules) alike. The lgg of two atoms
lgg(A1 , A2 ) is computed as follows:
– lgg(p(s1 , .., sn ), p(t1 , .., tn )) =
p(lgg(s1 , t1 ), ..lgg(sn , tn )), if atoms have the same predicate symbol p,
– lgg(p(s1 , .., sm ), q(t1 , ..tn )) is undefined if p 6= q
The lgg of two literals lgg(L1 , L2 ) is defined as follows:
– if L1 and L2 are atoms, then lgg(L1 , L2 ) is computed similar to atoms.
– if both L1 and L2 are negative literals then lgg(L1 , L2 ) = lgg(L1 , L2 )
Finally, the lgg of two clauses C1 and C2 is then
W
– L1 ∈set(C1 ),L2 ∈set(C2 ) lgg(L1 , L2 )
Examples:
lgg(parent(uwe, adrian), parent(hariet, adrian)) = parent(X, adrian)
lgg(parent(uwe, adrian), ¬parent(hariet, adrian)) is undefined
lgg(parent(uwe, X), son(adrian, uwe)) is undefined.
Accordingly, anti-unification works as follows: It takes two terms as input and
the algorithm returns a list containing the lgg of the terms and the bindings to
transform each input-term into the lgg. The algorithm can fail only in the case
the top-symbols or the length of the two terms are different (because otherwise
it might be possible to get just a new variable when anti-unifying the clauses /
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terms. There are efficient algorithms for the computation of the (relative or partial) lgg including Prolog related implementations and several implementations
have been proposed in ILP systems such as GOLEM. In our reference implementation in the ContractLog KR we have implemented a meta logic program to
compute (relative) lggs. The following example will illustrate the basic algorithm:
Input terms:
f (a, g(b, h(X)), c)
f (d, g(j(X), a), c)
1. Take the first subterm out off the input terms, anti-unify them and add the
adequate bindings to the list of bindings:
θ1 = ((a/X))
θ2 = ((d/X))
2. Repeat this step until every subterm has been anti-unified. If necessary apply
the step recursively on the subterms.
3. Replace every subterm in the input terms by its computed binding. Take
care that every used substitution is compatible with the substitutions in the
second input term:
θ1 = ((a/X)(b/Y )(h(X)/Z))
θ2 = ((d/X)(j(X)/Y )(a/Z))
The result after anti-unification is then the lgg = f (X, g(Y, Z), c).
Test Coverage
Using the concepts of θ-subsumption and least general generalization we now
refine our initial test coverage notion. As already discussed a set of test goals
covers a LP if the goals lead to a full unification, i.e. an instantiation of every
rule in the program in such a way that the instantiation of the arguments of
the rule terms is as general as possible. In order to determine and measure the
level of coverage, the instance order under θ-subsumption ordering of the LP is
computed via specializing the program clauses with the test goals by unification.
Then via generalizing this specialization, i.e. computing the lggs of all successful
instances on each level via anti-unification, a reconstruction of the original LP
is tried. This gives the level of test coverage, which can be interpreted as how
much of the general information given by the LP rules is actually tested by the
goals in the test case. In particular, if the complete LP can be reconstructed
via generalization of the specialization then the test case fully covers the LP.
Formally we express this as follows:
Let T be a test with a set of test queries T := {Q1 ?, .., Qn ?} for a program
P , then T is a cover for a rule ri ∈ P , if the lgg(ri0 ) ' ri under θ − subsumption,
where ' is an equivalence relation and ri0 is the specialization (instance) of ri ,
i.e. the instantiation of ri by a query Qi ∈ T . It is a cover for a set of rules
h
with head h: S := {r1h , .., rm
}, if T or the sets of subgoals {T 0 , T 00 , .., T k } under
the instance ordering derived by instantiating P with T are a cover for each
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rule rih ∈ S and it is a cover for a program P , if T is a cover for each Sj ∈ P .
With this definition it can be determined whether a test covers a LP or not. The
coverage measure for P is then given by the number of cover rules ri divided by
the number k of all rules in P , i.e. the relative number of rules covered by T is
measured:
coverP (T ) : −

P

k
i=1

coverri (T )
k

For example consider a LP with the following clauses:
tail([]).
tail([A|B]) : −tail(B).
and a test case with the following test queries:
{tail([])? => true, tail([a])? => true, tail([a|b])? => true}
This leads to the following instantiations:
tail([]).
tail([a]) : −tail([]).
tail([a, b]) : −tail([b]).
The lggs are then:
tail([]).
tail([a|B]) : −tail([B]).
Therefore, tail([]) is covered but not tail([A|B]) : −tail(B), which gives a coverage of 50%. Adding the test case tail([b, a]? to the test set leads to the additional
instantiation:
tail([b, a]) : −tail([a]).
and the additional lgg:
tail([A|B]) : −tail([B]).
Thus, the test case now covers the program.
The coverage measure determines how much of the general information expressed by the rules in the program are already covered by the actual test case.
Furthermore, the lggs give feedback how to extend the set of goals in order to
increase the coverage level. For example given the lgg ”tail([a|B]) : −tail([B]).”
it can be concluded that any additional test goal, where the head of the list
is not a (e.g. tail([b, a])?) will lead to a coverage of this clause. Therefore, the
coverage notion described in this article might also form the basis for test case
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generation and further optimization of the test case and/or the logic program.
For example by applying refactorings the most specific version P 0 of a LP P can
be created, which has the same success set (has the same semantics) as the more
general P but leads to a increased set of finitely failed goals, i.e. failed derivation
trees can be detected more quickly and P 0 is more efficient than P , see e.g. [36].
To give an example consider the two rules:
son(X, Y ) : −male(X), male(Y ), parent(Y, X).
son(X, Y ) : −male(X), f emale(Y ), parent(Y, X).
These rules are more specific than the rule
son(X, Y ) : −male(X), parent(Y, X).
and can be computed much more efficiently.
The used θ-subsumption has some nice computational properties and it works
for simple terms as well as for complex terms, e.g. p() : −q(f (a)) is a specialization of p : −q(X). θ-subsumption and least general generalization are purely
syntactic notions. Their computation is therefore simple, as compared to inverse
resolution or inverse implication, which are both computationally intractable. So
θ-subsumption and least general generalization qualify to be the right framework
of generality in the application of our test coverage notion. In the next section we
will elaborate on the application of test cases to safeguard rule interchange and
on the use of meta test programs to verify and validate inference engines against
general properties, which any reasonable semantics used in logic programming
should satisfy.

5

V&V of Rule Engines and Safeguarding Rule
Interchange via Test Cases

A strong demand for rule-based functionalities comes from the web community,
in particular in the area of Semantic Web, e.g. hybrid resp. homogeneous integration of rules and ontologies (see e.g. [83] or SWLR http://www.w3.org/Submission
/SWRL/), Rule Markup Languages (e.g. RuleML http://www.ruleml.org) or the
forthcoming Rule Interchange Format (RIF http://www.w3.org/2005/rules/).
Here rules are managed and maintained in a distributed environment and interchanged over domain and system boundaries using more or less standardized rule markup interchange formats, e.g. serialized in XML/RDF. For example, rule-based policy or contract representation projects typically amount
for a distributed management of contract/policy specifications with alternative, default, exceptional and hierarchical rule sets resp. modules (see e.g. the
RBSLA/ContractLog KR http://ibis.in.tum.de/staff/paschke/rbsla/). The interchanged rule bases need to be interpreted and correctly executed in the target
environment, i.e. in a target rule engine (a LP inference engine), which might be
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project/application specific or provided as an open (web) service by a third-party
provider or a standardization body such as OMG or W3C (see [84]). Clearly, the
correct execution of the interchanged LP depends on the semantics of both, the
LP and the the inference engine (under the assumption that the LP is specified correctly and the implementation of the inference engine is correct). For
example. a more expressive generalized or extended LP with e.g. default negation or explicit negation can not be executed properly by an inference engine
which implements only pure SLD-resolution without negation and which supports only definite LPs; or an expressive LP might be too less efficient in terms
of efficient query-answering for the application domain it was intended for, when
interpreted in a certain semantics, e.g. applying stable model semantics, while
it behaves computationally adequate when another semantics is used, e.g. well
founded semantics with linear worst case complexity. Test cases, which are interchanged together with the rule bases, can be used to test whether a particular LP
still has the same intended behavior if it is executed in the target environment,
i.e. provides the intended answers and has adequate computational properties.
Moreover, standard meta tests verifying typical semantical properties of KR semantics (LP semantics and/or non-monotonic semantics) can be used to tests
the semantics implemented by a target inference engine and establish trust to
this engine. Different meta test case variants for V&V for verifying and validating well-known semantics for typical LP classes can be provided, either published
in public repositories or directly attached to the interchanged programs. In the
following we will further elaborate on the use of test cases in rule interchange
and in V&V of inference engines.
To address this issues the inference engine, the interchanged LP and the
provided test cases must reveal their (intended resp. implemented) semantics.
In the easiest way, this can be solved with explicit meta annotations based on
a common vocabulary, e.g. an ontology which classifies typical semantics such
as COMP, STABLE, WFS and relates them to typical classes of LPs such as
positive definite LPs, strafied LPs, normal LPs, extended LPs, disjunctive LPs.
The ontology can then be used to describe additional meta information about
the semantics and logic class (or rule language) of the interchanged rules and test
cases and find appropriate inference engines to correctly and efficiently interpret
and execute the LP, e.g.
– by configuring the rule engine for a particular semantics in case it supports
different ones (see e.g. the configurable ContractLog inference engine)
– by executing an applicable variant of several interchanged semantic alternatives of the LP
– by automatic transformation approaches which transform the interchange LP
into an executable LP in the inference engine using predefined transformation
rules.
However, we do not believe that each rule engine vendor or rule base / test case
programmer will annotate its implementation with such meta information, even
when there is an official standard vocabulary on hand (e.g. released by OMG or
W3C). Therefore, means to automatically determine the supported semantics of
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inference engines or logic programs is needed. Test cases can be extended to meta
test programs testing typical properties of well-known semantics. A meta test
program is a test case with additional meta rules as assertions. These meta rules
can be used to test the inferences and semantic properties of the rule environment
via running appropriate test queries against the meta rule set and comparing the
answers with the expected results. By applying such meta test programs (which
might be bundled to test suites) to an inference engine the semantics provided
by the engine can be determined by the set of satisfied and failed tests. For
example, a property a semantics SEM might have is that its semantics should
not be changed if a tautology such as p → p is eliminated from the rule base,
which is e.g. not support by Clark’s completion semantics (COMP). Hence, if
the meta test program for this property fails, the set of all possible semantics
is constrained to semantics which do not support this property, e.g COMP. In
fact, the closely related standard SLD(NF) resolution implemented in common
Prolog interpreters will lead to an loop for such rules. In the second part of this
section we will introduce a first taxonomy of semantics for different classes of
LPs and general properties which these semantics should fulfil.
Semantics for LPs (LP-semantics) have been considered in the logic programming community since the early 70’s and led to the definition and implementation
of a great variety of semantics, e.g. Clark completion semantics (COMP) and
variants such as 3-valued COMP3 , which are closely related to SLD-resolution
and mainly rely on the idea of negation-as-finite-failure as a procedural approach
to negation. In parallel, starting at about 1980, various declarative semantics
for some form of non-monotonic reasoning (a.k.a. NMR-semantics) have been
defined such as stable model semantics (STABLE) or well-founded semantics
(WFS) [93]. Intensive work in the 90’s has been done to study the close relationships between the two independent research lines and successfully apply
methods from non-monotonic reasoning such as defaults, explicit negation, disjunctions, updates or priorities/preferences in logic programming or vice versa.
We do not want to present an overview on the different LP- and NMR-semantics,
nor discuss their merits or shortcomings. For an overview we relate to [85–87].
In general, there are three ways to determine the semantics (and hence the inference engine) to be used for an LP: by its complexity and expressiveness class
(which are in a trade-off relation to each other), by its runtime performance or
by the semantic properties it should satisfy. A generally accepted criteria as to
why one semantics should be used over another does not exists, but two main
competing approaches, namely WFS and STABLE, have been broadly accepted
as declarative semantics for general LPs. We first discuss the complexity and
runtime performance considerations.

Validating Complexity
The following theorem gives a brief review of complexity results derived for
major LP classes and semantics.
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Theorem:
The decision problem for propositional LPs (with negation) is:
(a) P-complete (O(n)) under stratified semantics
(b) co-NP complete for COMP
(c) co-NP complete for STABLE
(d) P-complete (O(n2) resp. O(n) for acyclic LPs) under WFS
Datalog is
(e) data complete in co-NP under STABLE and program complete in co-NEXPTIME
(f ) data complete in P under WFS and program complete in DEXPTIME under
WFS
(g) data-complete in P and program complete in DEXPTIME for stratified datalog
Normal LPs with functions are
(h) r.e.-complete for full LPs but NEXPTIME complete for non-recursive LPs
(i) Π11 -complete for full LPs under WFS and SMS
Proof: (a) [90], (b) [91], (c) [92], (d) [93, 94], (e) [92] and [95], (f ) [93, 94],
(g) [100], (h) [96, 97] , (i) [95]
For a more detailed discussion of the complexity and expressiveness of several
classes of LPs and well-known semantics we refer to [89, 88]. Based on these
worst-case complexity results for different semantics and expressive classes of
LPs, which might be published in a machine interpretable format for automatic
decision making, certain semantics might be already excluded to be usable for a
particular rule-based application resp. LP. For example non-recursive LPs with
functions which are in NEXPTIME are obviously not adequate in an application
domain which needs real-time query answering from large rule bases. Furthermore, the complexity classes might be used to find more efficient (and complete)
inference engines on the web, e.g. if we want to execute a LP with Datalog restriction we can search for a inference engine supporting WFS with polynomial
time complexity for general Datalog LPs.
Validating Runtime Performance
However, asymptotic worst-case results are not always appropriate to quantify
performance and scalability of a particular rule execution environment. Implementation specifics of an inference engine such as the use of recursions or inefficient memory-structures might lead to low performance or memory overflows
in practice. Therefore, it might be important to provide performance test cases
which can be used to measure the execution performance and scalability of the
target inference engine. Up to now we have only used test cases to validate the
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correctness of a LP, i.e a rule set is considered valid if it correctly solves all test
cases, and there is evidence that it will correctly solve any further added test
case. However, while this is a required property of a high-quality rule set, it is
rarely a sufficient one (except in very small domains). In most cases inference
engines in particular with very expressive formal rule languages are facing high
computational tasks, where the run-time efficiency is essential for the acceptance. Here another validation dimension must be added, namely the measuring
of the maximum efficiency of the computation process. It is essential to equip a
validation tool with an automated procedure, which can recognize problematic
relations between rules. Test cases can be used to measure the runtime performance for different outcomes of a rule set given a certain test fact base as input.
By this certain points of attention, e.g., test case with long computations, loops
or deeply nested derivation trees, can be identified and a refactoring of the rule
base optimizing the rule sequences (e.g. by reordering rules, narrowing rules,
deleting rules etc.) according to these attention points can be attempted, in order to reach the maximum efficiency of the computation process. We call this
dynamic validation in opposite to functional validation of LPs. Dynamic validation can be best applied after the rule base or the inference engine which should
be tested has undergone the functional testing and all detected anomalies have
been removed from the knowledge base/inference engine. Dynamic test cases
with maximum time values ( time constraints) for answering certain queries
can be defined to assure that a rule set solves its intended tasks in an acceptable time frame, i.e.,that with any further added rule the computational time
stays below this limit. If the test case fails it becomes an attention point for
a refactoring of the rule base or a reimplemention of the inference engine. We
define a dynamic test case as an extension to a functional test case (see section
3): T C = A ∪ {Q => R : θ < M S}, where MS is a maximum time constraint for the test query Q. If the query was not successful within this time
frame the test is said to be failed. For example, consider the dynamic test case
T Cdyn : q(a)? => true < 1000ms. The test succeeds iff the test query succeeds
and the answer is computed in less than 1000 milliseconds. To do dynamic validation with test cases we have one prerequisite: That the tested fact base and
the used test cases must be an adequate benchmark for the later run-time environment and that we can predict how well a rule set would do on a different
compiler, computer or data set. Although this might be unsatisfactory because
dynamic test cases are therefore very domain specific or because we do not want
to give a rule set a special order we argue that in many applications where higherlevel rules are applied we need at least a clue if our rule set is able to solve its
purpose in an adequate time and we need methods to do this benchmarks already in the development phase of LPs. Test cases constraining the computation
time might help to carry out this estimation. Furthermore, when the rule set
went into action we can adjust the upper computational limits to the particular
application domain which must not be exceeded even if new rules are added to
model to assure that the rule set fits into the application.
In the context of rule interchange and runtime performance validation of infer-
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ence engines by using dynamic test cases we need to extend them to dynamic
meta test programs, which benchmark performance of typical inference processes
of the engine. The test LPs provided as assertions of these dynamic meta test
cases can be evaluated in several repeated experiments in the target inference
engine. The resulting average performance values are then compared with the
predefined upper limits for the tests.If they are below the maximum valued,
execution performance of the inference engine is adequate otherwise it is unsatisfying and might lead to problems when querying the interchanged LP in
the target inference engine. An important question is: ”What are appropriate
performance tests to validate an arbitrary inference engine?”
Validation has two dimension: one is performance of query answering, i.e. how
long will it take to answer a certain query given a LP of a certain complexity
and size, and the other is scalability, i.e. what it the maximum size of a LP
which allows answering certain queries. Clearly, both evaluation dimensions are
closely related and not orthogonal. Scalability is influenced in general by the
used inference algorithms and by the particular implementation of the inference
engine. For example, insufficient memory structures might lead to memory overflows during query answering and hence to low scalability, i.e. only small LPs
with small rule or fact bases can be executed. Typical factors which influence
the performance of query answering for a LP are, e.g. the depth of the search
tree, recursion in rules, complexity of rules such as number of body atoms, number of variables in the rule terms, negation, loops. To experimental evaluate
performance and scalability of an inference engine we use scalable performance
benchmark tests . Scalable here means that the test program can be varied in
size and performance means that for each size of the program the performance
of query answering is measured. We employ a test theory for testing defeasible
theories [127] to test logic programs. Useful benchmark tests are:
Scalable Derivation Rule Benchmarks
Rule Chaining (chains): In chains(n,p,v) p ∗ a0 (x1 , .., xv ) facts are at the end
of a chain of n rules ai (X1 , .., Xv ) : −ai−1 (X1 , .., Xv ) with v variables in each
atom, where p > 0, v >= 0 and n > 0. A query an (X1 , .., Xv )? will use all n
rules and all p facts. If v = 0 the test is propositional, i.e. it has no variables, if
v > 0, i.e. it has v variables, the test is a (function-free) datalog program. Further variants with functions and negations (default / explicit) might be defined.

an (X1 , .., Xv ) : −an−1 (X1 , .., Xv )




...

a1 (X1 , .., Xv ) : −a1 (X1 , .., Xv )
chains(n, p, v) =





a0 (x1 , .., xv )....a0 (x1 , .., xv ).%f acts
Loop (loop): loop(n,p,v) consists of n rules a(i+1)modn (X1 , .., Xv ) : −ai (X1 , .., Xv ).
with v variables and p facts.
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an (X1 , .., Xv ) : −an−1 (X1 , .., Xv )




...




 a1 (X1 , .., Xv ) : −a0 (X1 , .., Xv )


a0 (x1 , .., xv ) : −an (X1 , .., Xv ).%loop







a0 (x1 , .., xv ).%f acts

Recursion (dag): In Directed Acyclic Graph dag(n,k,v) a0 (X1 , .., Xv ) with v variables Xv is at the root of a k-branching graph of rules of depth n in which every
literal occurs k times and has k facts at the ground. A query a0 (X1 , .., Xv )? will
(recursively) use every rule and all facts.

a0 (X1 , .., Xv ) : −a1 (X1 , .., Xv ), a2 (X1 , .., Xv ), ..., ak (X1 , .., Xv ).




a1 (X1 , .., Xv ) : −a2 (X1 , .., Xv ), a3 (X1 , .., Xv ), ..., ak+1 (X1 , .., Xv ).

...
dag(n, k, v) =


a
(X
,
..,
X
)
:
−a
(X
,
..,
X
),
a

nk
1
v
nk+1
1
v
nk+2 (X1 , .., Xv ), ..., ank+k (X1 , .., Xv ).


ank+1 (x1 , .., xv ).ank+2 (x1 , .., xv )....ank+k (x1 , .., xv ).%f acts
Tree (tree): In tree(n,k,v) a0 (X1 , .., Xv ) is at the root of a k-branching tree of
depth n in which every literal occurs once and which has v variables. tree(n, k, v) =
rule(a0 , n, k, v) where v >= 0 is the number of variables, a0 is the start literal,
n > 0 and k > 0 and a1 , a2 , ..., ak are new unique literals in each step n − 1 until
n = 0. A query a0 (X1 , .., Xv )? will use every rule and all facts.

a(X1 , .., Xv ) : −a1 (X1, .., Xv), a2 (X1 , .., Xv ), .., ak (X1 , .., Xv ).




rules(a1 , n − 1, k, v)

rules(a2, n − 1, k, v)
rules(a, n, k, v) =


...



rules(ak, n − 1, k, v)
and : rules(a, 0, k) = a(X1 , .., Xv ).%f acts
Such tests can be varied in size and adapted to different LP classes, with e.g.
variables, negation, disjunction, and different rules types, e.g. normal strict rules,
defeasible rules, reactive rules. The results of the experiments (running the tests
in a target inference engine) are used to validate runtime performance of the
engine.
Validating the Semantics of Inference Engines
The correct execution of a LP in a target inference engine strongly depends
on the supported semantics. Hence, it is important to reveal both the intended
semantics of the interchanged LP and the semantics of the target inference engine. This can be done either by additional machine-readable meta annotations
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of the engine and program, which specify the semantics and the logic class or
by automated determination of the semantics via meta test programs. Note, an
inference engine might implement different semantics and might be dynamically
configurable depending on the program which should be executed by it (see e.g.
the ContractLog inference engine which can be configured to a special SLDNF
variant extended with goal memoization and loop prevention, but can be also
configured to support WFS). We first give some general definitions and an initial taxonomy of semantics and LP classes which can be used as the basis for
an ontology (e.g. represented in OWL and published on the web) used to meta
annotate the interchanged LPs, the inference engines and the test cases. We
draw on a general semantics classification theory developed by J. Dix [98, 99]
and reuse the results in the context of our verification and validation approach.
We then introduce so called meta test programs to validate inference engines
and establish trust to these services. We further refine this idea to automatic determination of the semantics supported by an inference engine, in case no meta
information are given.
Definition
– A semantics SEM (P ) of a program P is proof-theoretically defined as a set of
literals that are derivable from P using a particular derivation mechanisms,
such as SLDNF-resolution with negation-as-finite-failure.
– Model-theoretically, a semantics SEM (P ) of a program P is a subset of all
models of P : M OD(P ). In this paper in most cases a subset of the (3-valued)
Herbrand-models of the language of LP : SEM (P ) ⊆ M ODHerbLP (P ).
– A semantics SEM 0 extends a semantics SEM denoted by SEM 0 ≥ SEM ,
if for all programs P and all atoms l the following holds: SEM (P ) |= l ⇒
SEM 0 (P ) |= l, i.e. all atoms derivable from SEM with respect to P are
also derivable from SEM 0 , but SEM 0 derives more true or false atoms than
SEM .
– The semantics SEM 0 is defined for a class of programs that strictly includes
the class of programs with the semantics SEM .
SEM 0 coincides with SEM for all programs of the class of programs for
which SEM is defined.
Clearly, a LP which should be interpreted with a semantics SEM 0 can hardly
be executed in an inference engine with SEM ≤ SEM 0 , but an inference engine
implementing SEM 0 can executed all LPs with SEM ≤ SEM 0 (in particular if
both are in the same logic class). However, complexity of SEM 0 in most cases
is higher then in SEM , and hence for performance reasons an inference engine
supporting SEM is in most cases optimal for programs of the logic class for
which SEM is defined. Figure 2 illustrate different classes of LPs and table 1
associates well-known semantics to each class of logic program.

The LP classes are ordered by expressiveness, i.e. a more expressive class P 0
includes a less expressive class P . For example an extended disjunctive LP is
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Fig. 2. Classes of LPs
Table 1. Table (Semantics for LP Classes)
Class
Definite LPs
Stratified LPs
Normal LPs

Semantics
Ref.
Least Herbrand model: Mp
[100]
Supported Herbrand model: Mpsupp
[100]
Clark’s Completion: COM P
[101]
3-valued Completion: COM P3
[102, 114]
Well-founded Semantics: W F S
[93]
0
+
W F S and W F S
[103]
W F SC
[104]
Strong Well-founded Semantics: W F SE
[105]
Extended Well-founded Semantics: W F SS
[106]
Stable Model Semantics: ST ABLE
[107]
Generalized WFS: GW F S
[113]
ST ABLE +
[99]
ST ABLEC
[104]
ST ABLE rel
[108]
Pereira’s O − SEM
[109]
Partial Model Semantics: P ART IAL
[110]
Regular Semantics: REG − SEM
[111]
Preferred Semantics: P REF ERRED
[112]
General Disjunctive
Disjunctive WFS: DW F S
[118]
Generalized Disjunctive WFS: GDW F S
[120]
Disjunctive Stable: DST ABLE
[119]
Stratified Disjunctive
Perfect model P ERF ECT
[115]
Weakly Perfect: W P ERF ECT
[116]
Generalized Closed World Assumption: GCW A
Positive Disjunctive Weak generalized closed world assumption: W GCW A [117]
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more expressive than a normal / general LP. It extends a normal LP with explicit negation and disjunctions. As a result the associated semantics SEM (P 0 )
defined for a class of LPs P 0 extend the semantics SEM (P ) for all classes of
LPs P which are ”sub-classes” of P 0 : SEM (P 0 ) ≥ SEM (P ) if P ⊂ P 0 . These
sub-class relations define a natural order of the extension ordering of semantics
SEM 0 ≥ SEM resp SEM 0  SEM and SEM 0
SEM if none of both semantics is an extensions of the other (this is e.g. the case, if the logic class for
which SEM 0 is defined for is not a subclass of the logic class of SEM ). Figure
3 (adapted from [98, 99]) illustrates the extension ordering of semantics up to
extended disjunctive LPs. Hence, given the information to which class a partic-

Fig. 3. Semantics for LPs and their Extension Relations

ular LP belongs or which is the intended semantics of this LP and given the
information which semantics is implemented by the (target) inference engine,
we can easily decide wether the LP can be executed by the inference engine or
not. In short, a LP can not be executed by an inference engine, if the inference engine derives less literals than the intended SEM for which the LP was
design for would do, i.e. SEM 0 (Inf erenceEngine) ≥ SEM (P ) or the semantics implemented by the inference engine is not adequate for the program, i.e.
SEM 0 (Inf erenceEngine) 6= SEM (P ) . This information can be give by meta
annotations, e.g.:
- class: defines the class of the LP / inference engine
- semantics: defines the semantics of the LP / inference engine
- syntax: defines the rule language syntax
In the context of rule interchange with open, distributed inference engines,
which might be provided as public services, an important question is, wether
the inference engine correctly implements a semantics. Test cases can be used to
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verify and validate the interchanged LP in the target environment and therefore
establish trust to this service. They can be interchanged together with the LP
and used to validate the LP in the target inference engine. Since the results of
a tests provided by the inference engine might differ according to the semantics
it implements but this differences might not necessarily be errors or anomalies,
test cases should be also annotated with meta information about semantics and
logic class and should possibly provide different tests variants to test different
semantics. For example assume a simple LP with the following rules:
a
b
c
c

<<<<-

not b
not a
a
b

and a test case T with one test: {c? => true}, i.e. the test query c? should yield
true. In case the inference engine supports stable model semantics (STABLE)
this test case succeeds. But, if the inference engine supports well-founded semantics (WFS) the test query leads to the answer ”unknown” and accordingly
the test case fails. If the answer ”unknown” in addition to ”true” is also a valid
answer in the application domain of the LP the test case can provide a second
variant of the test T 2 : {c? => unknown} which should be applied in case of
WFS.
While these test cases directly relate to the validation of a particular interchanged LP in a particular domain, meta test cases or more precisely meta test
programs can be used to verify the correct implementation of an inference engine
resp. the semantics of a inference engine. For example standard SLDNF resolution typically suffers from loops, whereas most non-monotonic semantics for LPs
such as WFS and resolution algorithms such as SLG typically implement some
form of loop checking / loop prevention . A simple meta test case for verifying
loop avoidance might be e.g. the following propositional meta test program:
a
b
a <- b
b <- a
and the test {a? => true}, which should succeed in a inference engine implementing WFS, whereas it fails e.g. in an inference engine implementing COMP
or using SLDNF resolution (due to the loop). Another problem of SLDNF resolution is that it can not handel free variables in negative subgoals due to the
procedural negation-as-finite-failure, e.g.:
p(a)
q(b)
r(f(a)
p(X) <- not q(X), r(f(X))
In case of a test {p(a)? => true} the test case succeeds as expected. However, a
test {p(X)? => true : {X/a}} with the expected variable binding X = a fails,
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because the negation-as-failure tree is entered with a free variable, which fails
due to the fact q(b), but no variable binding for X is computed. This is because
SLDNF treats the subgoal as universally quantified ∀Xnot q(X) instead of existentially quantified ∃Xnot q(X) and only makes a simple test. This problem
is also known as floundering problem. For more unsolvable problems related to
SLDNF see e.g. [121]. In a similar way other well-known problems and paradoxes
from literature, e.g. Yale Shooting Problem, which are solved by a particular semantics resp. resolution can be used as test cases. For example to verify the
tabled not (tnot) implementation in SLG resolution, Russel’s paradox might be
used as a test case:
person(barber)
person(mayor)
shaves(barber,Person) <- person(Person), tnot(shaves(Person,Person))
A test case T : {shaves(barber, X)? => true : {X/mayor}} should succeed and
return the answer mayor.
Meta test cases of this sort can be bundled to test suites for verifying certain
resolution implementations, semantics or logical formalisms and either interchanged directly together with the program or provided in a public repository
e.g. released by standard body such as W3C or OMG.
A more general approach to verify the implementation of a particular semantics is to check them against general principles which a semantics should
fulfil. Kraus et al. [26] and Dix [98, 99] proposed several weak and structural
(strong) properties for arbitrary (non-monotonic) semantics. While some properties of Dix are adaptations and extensions to those developed by Kraus et al.
to compare non-monotonic theories, other such as partial evaluation, modularity
or relevance were newly developed. In the following we will briefly review these
properties and show how they can be adapted to meta test cases in order to verify a particular semantics. Moreover, we will show how the combination of these
meta test cases can be used to automatically determine the semantics of an inference engine, in particular the two major semantics WFS and STABLE. This is
vital for a reliable execution of an interchanged rule set in an arbitrary inference
engine, when the semantics supported by the inference engine is unknown.
The following structural properties for an entailment relation |∼ for a classical
logic language L are derived from [26]:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Right Weak : |= a → b and c |∼ a ⇒ c |∼ a, where a,b,c are sets of atoms.
Reflexivity: a |∼ a
And : a |∼ b and a |∼ c ⇒ a |∼ b ∧ c
Or : a |∼ c and b |∼ c ⇒ a ∨ b |∼ c
Left Log. Equiv.: |= a ↔ b and a |∼ c ⇒ b |∼ c
Cautious Monotony: a |∼ b and a |∼ c ⇒ a ∧ b |∼ c
Cut: a |∼ b and a ∧ b |∼ c ⇒ a |∼ c
Rationality: not a |∼ ¬b and a |∼ c ⇒ a ∧ b |∼ c
Negation Rat.: a |∼ b ⇒ a ∧ c |∼ b or a ∧ ¬c |∼ b
Disj. Rat.: a ∨ b |∼ c ⇒ a |∼ c or b |∼ c
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In [98] the general entailment relation |∼ (see [26] for a model-theory) is adapted
to sceptical entailment |∼p and the rules for cumulativity (i.e. cautious monotony
and cut) and rationality are refined to:
– Cumulativity: If U ⊆ V ⊆ SEMPscept (U ), then SEMPscept (U ) = SEMPscept (V ),
where U and V are are sets of atoms and SEMPscept is an arbitrary sceptical
semantics for the program P , i.e. if a |∼ b then a |∼ c iff (a ∧ b) |∼ c.
– Rationality: If U ⊆ V, V ∩{A : SEMPscept (U ) |= ¬A} = ∅, then SEMPscept (U ) ⊆
SEMPscept (V )
In addition to this structural / strong properties the following weak properties
describing general conditions a reasonable (sceptical) semantics should satisfy
are derived from [99]:
– Elimination of Tautologies: If a rule a ← b∧not c with a∩b = ∅ is eliminated
from a program P , then the resulting program P 0 is semantically equivalent:
SEM (P ) = SEM (P 0 ). a,b,c are sets of atoms: P 7→ P 0 iff there is a rule
H ← B ∈ P such that H ∈ B and P 0 = P \ {H ← b}
– Generalized Principle of Partial Evaluation (GPPE): If a rule a ← b ∧ not
c, where b contains an atom B, is replaced in a program P 0 by the n rules
a ∪ (ai − B) ← ((b − B) ∪ bi ) ∧ not (c ∪ ci ), where ai ← bi ∧ not ci (i = 1, ..n)
are all rules for which B ∈ ai , then the SEM (P ) = SEM (P 0 )
– Positive/Negative Reduction: If a rule a ← b ∧ not c is replaced in a program
P 0 by a ← b ∧ not (c − C) (C is an atom), where C appears in no rule head,
or a rule a ← b ∧ not c is deleted from P , if there is a fact a0 in P such that
a0 ⊆ c, then SEM (P ) = SEM (P 0 ):
Positive Reduction: P 7→ P 0 iff there is a rule H ← B ∈ P and a negative
literal not B ∈ B such that B 3 HEAD(P ) and P 0 = (P \{H ← B})∪{H ←
(B \ {notB})}
Negative Reduction: P 7→ P 0 iff there is a rule H ← B ∈ P and a negative
literal not B ∈ B such that B ∈ F ACT (P ) and P 0 = (P \ {H ← B})
– Elimination of Non-Minimal Rules / Subsumption: If a rule a ← b ∧ not c
is deleted from a program P if there is another rule a0 ← b0 ∧ not c0 such
that a0 ⊆ a, b0 ⊆ b, c0 ⊆ c, where at least one ⊆ is proper, then SEM (P ) =
SEM (P 0 ): P 7→ P 0 iff there are rules H ← B and H ← B 0 ∈ P such that
B ⊂ B 0 and P 0 = P \ {H ← B 0 }
– Consistency: SEM (P ) = ∅ for all disjunctive LPs
– Independence: For every literal L, L is true in every M ∈ SEM (P ) iff L is
true in every M ∈ SEM (P ∪ P 0 ) provided that the language of P and P 0
are disjoint and L belongs to the language of P
– Relevance: The truth value of a literal L with respect to a semantics SEM (P ),
only depends on the subprogram formed from the relevant rules of P (relevant(P ))
with respect to L: SEM (P )(L) = SEM (relevant(P, L))(L)
In the first category of properties for a reasonable semantics we mainly
focus on rationality and cumulativity, since in the settings of the redefined
sceptical consequence relation the properties Right Weakening, Relfexivity, Left
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Logical Equivalence are trivial and always satisfied for the sceptical semantics which we consider in this paper. Hence, we only have to proof Cut and
Cautious Monotony for Cumulativity and Rationality which implies Cautious
Monotony, Disjunctive Rationality and Negation Rationality: Rationality ⇒
DisjunctiveRationality ⇒ N egation Rationality. The other properties such
as Or are useful in the context of disjunctive LPs, e.g. to distinguish between
an exclusive and an inclusive interpretation of ∨. Cut is a natural condition for
non-monotonic formalisms. To prove Cut resp. Cautious Monotony we only need
to add those atoms that have to be added in order to satisfy Cut resp. Cautious
Monotony such that SEM (P ) ≤ SEM (P ∪ Mi ) where Mi is as sequence of
atoms a added to P with M0 = ∅. Rationality is in any sceptical semantics a
stronger form of Cautious Monotony because a |∼ b ⇒ not a |∼ ¬b. Rationality
can be inductively proved SEM (P ∪ Mi ) ≤ SEM (P ∪ Mi+1 ) with M0 = ∅ and a
maximum Mj . In other words, if we can find an extension of atoms to an initial
program such that this extension violates the property under test, we have a
counter example. We reuse this counter example as a meta test case (meta test
program) to verify wether an arbitrary inference engine, i.e. the semantics implemented by this inference engine, solves this counter example. If the meta test
program is successful the inference engine satisfies this property. To demonstrate
this approach we will now give some examples :
Example: STABLE is not cautious
P:

a
b
c
c

<<<<-

neg b
neg a
neg c
a

P’: a
b
c
c
c

<<<<-

neg b
neg a
neg c
a

T:{a=>true,c=>true}
ST ABLE(P ) has {a, neg b, c} as its only stable model and hence it derives a
and c, i.e. T succeeds. But, by adding the derived atom c to P we get another
stable model P 0 := P ∪ {c} = {neg a, b, c}, i.e. a can no longer derived (i.e. T
fails) and cautious monotonicity is not satisfied.
Example: REG-SEM is not cumulative
P:

b <- c, neg a
a <- neg b
c <- neg b

P’: b <- c, neg a
a <- neg b
c <- neg b
c

T:{a=>true,c=>true}
REG − SEM (P ) has one regular model {a, ¬b, c} which coincides with the
unique stable model. Hence, the test case T succeeds, because a and c are the
only derivable literals. But, if we add the derivable atom c to P we get the
extended program P 0 which has an additional regular model {¬a, b, c}. Thus a
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does no longer hold and T fails, i.e. cumulativity is not satisfied.
Example: O-SEM is not rational
P:

a <- neg a
p <- a
q <- neg p

P’:

a <- neg a
p <- a
q <- neg p
a

T:{neg p=>true,q=>true}
O − SEM (P ) derives {¬p, q} from P since ¬a is not derivable. Hence, T succeeds. But P 0 := P ∪ a derives {a, p} and therefore ¬p and q are not derivable
(T now fails), as Rationality would require.
Example: EWFS does not satisfy CUT
P:

d
a
b
c

<<<<-

neg
neg
neg
neg

c
a
x, a
b

P’: d <- neg c
a <- neg a
b <- neg x, a
c <- neg b
b
T:={a=>true,b=>true,neg c=>fail,d=>fail}
EW F S(P ) = {a, b} and hence ¬c and d fails, i.e. T succeeds. But EW F S(P ∪
{b}) = {a, b, ¬c, d}. Thus T fails for the extended program P 0 with the derivable
atom b added and Cut and accordingly Cumulativity are not satisfied.
Such sets of ”positive” meta test program and extended counter/negative
test program can be used to verify rationality and cumulativity of the semantics
implemented by an inference engine. The initial ”positive” meta test program is
used to verify if the semantics implemented by the inference engine will provide
the correct answers for this particular test case. For example, it might be the
case that the meta test program can not be executed at all with the semantics implemented by the target inference engine. If the positive test succeeds we
can test the extended meta test program, e.g. via simply adding the additional
atom(s) and repeating the test.
We will now take a look at the second kind of properties for a reasonable semantics, the weak properties introduced above. These properties are defined with
respect to a semantic equivalence relation SEM (P ) = SEM (P 0 ) for a particular kind of program transformations from P to P 0 . In a similar way as with
the first kind of strong properties we can provide sets of ”positive” meta test
programs and counter meta test programs. The counter tests are derived from
the initial programs via applying the defined transformations of the respective
property under test. Hence, if a counter test fails it proves for a semantics that it
does not satisfy this properties. Again, we will illustrate this with some examples:
Example: STABLE does not satisfy Relevance
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a <- neg b

P’: a <- neg b
c <- neg c

T:={a=>true}
The unique stable model of P is a. If the rule c < −¬c is added, a is no longer
derivable because no stable model exists. Relevance is violated, because the truth
value of a depends on atoms that are totaly unrelated with a.
Example: GWFS does not satisfy GPPE
P:

d <- not b
P’: d <- not b
a <- not b
a <- not b
b <- c
b <- d, not a
c <- d, not a
c <- p, not a
T:={not c=>true,not b=>true,d=>true,a=>true}
The minimal models of P are {{b}, {d, a}} and hence GW F S(P ) entails not c
and by negation-as-failure (naf) not b, d and a. The minimal models of P 0 are
{{b}, {d, a}}, but naf can not be applied as before and therefore GW F S(P 0 )
does not entail not b, nor d, nor a. Hence, also P 0 partially evaluates P they are
semantically not equivalent which violates the principle of GPPE.

Example: SLDNF does not satisfy Elimination of Tautologies and GPPE / COMP
does not satisfy Elimination of Tautologies
P:

reachable(X)<- edge(X,Y),reachable(Y)
edge(a,b)
edge(b,a)
edge(c,d)

P-GPPE: reachable(a)<-edge(a,b),edge(b,a),reachable(a)
reachable(b)<-edge(b,a),edge(a,b),reachable(b)
edge(a,b)
edge(b,a)
edge(c,d)
P-Taut: edge(a,b)
edge(b,a)
edge(c,d)
T:={not reachable(c)=>true}
In the initial program P the SLD-tree for the first rule is not finite, because
SLD resolution gets into a loop and hence is neither successful nor fails. Applying the GP P E transformation to P , i.e. replacing the instantiated body
atoms reachable(a) resp. reachable(b) by its definitions, leads to the program
P − GP P E, which still suffers from the loop in SLDNF. Finally, removing the
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tautologies leads to the program P − T aut, which now neither contains reachable(a) nor reachable(b), nor reachable(c). Here, SLDNF resolution is not in a
loop and the negation-as-finite-failure tree for not reachable(c) succeeds. As a
result, T only succeeds for P − T aut, while it neither fails nor succeeds due to
the loop for the first and second program. Hence, the semantics of the three programs are not equivalent and both principles are violated. This agrees with the
answers of the two-valued COMP. The following completion for the test case for
.
P can be formulated: reachable(X) ≡ (X = c∨∃Y (reachable(Y )∧edge(Y, X))).
However, a completion for programs with tautologies is inconsistent.
Such meta test programs for verifying both kinds of general properties for a
reasonable semantics, provides us with a tool for determining an ”adequate”
semantics to be used for a particular application. For example, an application
might require small rule bases, e.g. because the rules are interchanged frequently.
Obviously, here the principles of Elimination of Tautologies and Elimination of
Non-Minimal Rules are important, in order to keep the rule base as small as
possible without changing its semantics. Moreover, there are strong evidences
that by taking both kinds of properties together a semantics might be uniquely
determined by these, i.e. via applying the complete test suites consisting of the
initial ”positive” test programs and the counter examples, we can verify which
properties are satisfied by an arbitrary semantics and which are not. The initial
”positive” test program acts as a test to decide whether this meta test set can be
applied at all, i.e. it might already give us a clue about the logic class supported
by the inference engine under test. For example, a test program including disjunctions or explicit negation might not be supported by the inference engine.
The second meta test program then verifies the particular property which should
be tested by this meta test program, i.e. it acts as a counter example for some
semantics. The derived set of satisfied and unsatisfied properties for a particular
unknown semantics can then be compared to known results for such properties
of different semantics. If the set of satisfied and unsatisfied properties derived
by applying the meta test programs in the target inference engine, matches the
satisfied and unsatisfied properties of a semantics for a particular logic class,
the inference engine most likely supports/implements this semantics. Table 2
(derived from [98, 99]) specifies for some common semantics the properties that
they satisfy.

The semantic principles described in this section are also very important in
the context of applying refactorings to LPs. In general, a refactoring to a rule
base should optimize the rule code without changing the semantics of the program. Removing tautologies or non-minimal rules or applying positive/negative
reductions are typically applied in rule base refinements using refactorings [16]
and the semantic equivalence relation between the original and the refined program defined for this principles is therefore an important prerequisite to safely
apply a refactoring of this kind.
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Dynamic V&V of ID-based Updates for Evolving
Knowledge Bases via expressive Integrity Constraints

In this sections we introduce another important application domain of testdriven V&V, namely dynamic self-updates of the LP at runtime, triggered, e.g.
by user queries or by active ECA rules, where an update of the knowledge base is
performed as a reaction to an occured/detected (complex) event (see [123, 124]).
This leads to an evolving knowledge base, which changes over time. The updates
might not be constraint to add or remove facts from the extensional knowledge
base (fact base), but might also be used to update the intensional knowledge
base (rule base), i.e. add, remove or change rules or complete rule sets and hence
dynamically evolve the LP at runtime. Obviously, this might lead to errors as
anomalies, as defined in section 2. Furthermore, in many rule-based projects
certain parts of the rule based decision logic should be static and not subjected
to changes at run time or it must be assured that updates do not change this
part of the intended behavior of the LP. A common way to represent such constraints are integrity constraints (IC). Roughly, if validation is interpreted as:
”Are we building the right product? ” and verification as: ”Are we building the
product right? ” then integrity might be loosely defined as: ”Are we keeping the
product right?”, leading to the new pattern: V&V&I. We understand ICs as
a way to formulate consistency (or inconsistency) criteria and use ICs to verify
the consistency of a evolving KB.
Definition
– An integrity constraint on a LP is defined as a set of conditions that the
constrained KB must satisfy, in order to be considered as a consistent model
of the intended (real-world) model.
– Satisfaction of an integrity constraint is the fulfillment to the conditions imposed by the constraint
– Violation of an integrity constraint is the fact of not giving strict fulfillment
to the conditions imposed by the constraint
– Satisfaction resp. violation on a program (LP) P with respect to the set of
integrity constraint IC := {ic1 , ..ici } defined in P is the satisfaction of each
Table 2. Table (General Properties of Semantics)
Semantics
Class
Cumul. Rat. Taut. GPPE Red. Non-Min. Rel. Cons. Indep.
COMP
Normal
•
•
•
•
COMP3
Normal
•
•
•
•
•
WFS
Normal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
STABLE
Normal
•
•
•
•
•
WGCWA Pos. Disj.
•
•
•
•
•
•
CGWA Strat. Disj.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
PERFECT Strat.Disj.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ici ∈ IC at each state P 0 := P ∪ Mi ⇒ P ∪ Mi+1 with M0 = ∅, where Mi is
an arbitrary update adding/removing/changing rules or facts to the KB.
Accordingly, integrity constraints are closely related to our notion of test
cases for LPs. Test cases can be seen as more expressive integrity constraints,
which can temporarily add (meta) rules or facts to the KB - the so called test
assertions - for the purpose of V&V and which are more expressive in defining
constraints on the models of the LP, e.g. quantifications on the number of variable bindings for a particular variable or substitution sets for ”variable/ground
value” bindings. A test cases without temporal assertions and with simply test
query constraints, e.g. a test a? => true (a must be derivable), semantically reduces to an integrity constraint in our definition. From a syntactical perspective
we distinguish integrity constraints from test cases, since in our (ContractLog)
approach we represent and manage test cases as stand-alone LP scripts (files)
which are imported to the knowledge base (consulted in the main LP), whereas
integrity constraints are directly defined in the main LP. We will describe this
in more detail in the ”implementation” section 7. However, both ICs and test
cases can be used for verification and validation of knowledge updates. We will
first address the issue of dynamic updates for evolving LPs/KBs mainly in the
context of active ECA rules and then illustrate our approach of safeguarding this
process using ICs and test cases including support for transactional self-updates,
hypothetical tests and rollbacks.
Knowledge updates at runtime are not included by the standard (Horn) semantics of logic programs. Nevertheless, most LP languages such as Prolog support built-in update primitives such as assert, retract or retractall ( bulk updates
retracting all specified knowledge) which typically allow for updating the extensional knowledge base. They do not have a logical declarative semantics but are
defined procedurally and have some nice properties, e.g. updates are executed
directly by the SLD-style proof procedure and not via external runtime systems,
updates are persistent and not just hypothetical calculi etc. However, such procedural implementations give no answers how update primitives should interact
with other logical operators such as disjunction and negation and how the order
of updates can be logically treated, e.g. depending on the order of updates under
strict procedural semantics the outcome of an execution might vary so that a
unique outcome can not always guaranteed, which is called a confluence problem.
Another problem is if a particular update in a transaction (sequence of updates)
fails - shall the system proceed with the next update, simply abort, or rollback
all previous updates? Using updates as events for further update actions, e.g. in
active ECA rules, can lead to loops due to cyclic dependencies between updates
which are conditional to each other and therefore induce termination problems.
Several solutions to these problems have been proposed in the area of active and
deductive databases applying special newly developed logics such as transaction
logics, dynamic logics, process logics or applying special techniques for checking termination and confluence properties as well as approaches for rewriting
update programs consisting of active rules into deductive rules and applying
confluent semantics such as well-founded semantics. Other solutions are more
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software engineering related and make use of techniques from the database world
with its ACID properties, locks and its commit protocols e.g. 2-phase commits
or annotate events/updates with time stamps to explicitly define the order of
events/updates. However, most of these approaches are based on extensive procedural and logical extensions to the standard rule engines and LP logics, e.g.
new logic types such as transaction logics or additional special systems annotating events/actions with time stamps. Applying declarative, confluent semantics
(e.g. well-founded semantics) solves some of the mentioned problems such as
termination of update sequences in active rules and to some extend confluence
- however needs heavy transformation approaches, e.g. from execution models
for active rules to derivation rule LPs [125]. However, this creates other problems, e.g. parallel execution of active ECA rules is forbidden. In a nutshell, most
of these approaches are not applicable in standard backward-reasoning rule engines and logic programming without heavy re-implementations and extensions
and in general contradict the paradigms of logic programming. In [123] and
[124] we have elaborated on a homogeneous ECA-LP language combining ECA
rules, derivation rules and KR-based event logics to formulate complex event
and action definitions using an event/action algebra defined in terms of a novel
interval-based Event Calculus variant. As a result the semantics of the ECA-LP
language and in particular the definition of complex events and actions inherits
from the declarative semantics of the used KR formalisms (Event Calculus and
Logic Programming). Since our focus in this paper is on V&V we concentrate on
the test-driven approach using test cases resp. integrity constraints to safeguard
arbitrary complex updates, in particular to solve the problems mentioned above.
Semantics of Dynamically Evolving LPs
We start with defining a general notion of a semantics for a dynamically evolving
LPs, that allows us to cover a wide range of logic classes and logic programming semantics, as discussed in section 5. In particular we view a program as
a 3-valued theory with the values ”true”, ”valse” and ”unknown” and ← is interpreted according to Kleene which is true for undef ined ← undef ined and
false for f alse ← undef ined. A semantics SEM assigns to every program P
LP
a set of 3-valued models of the language L of P : SEM (P ) ⊆ M OD3−val
(P ).
2-valued models are treated as special 3-valued ones, i.e. any semantics based on
a two-valued theory Σ can be seen as a three-valued interpretation I = (T ; F )
with T = {A : A a ground atom with Σ |= A} and F = {A : A a ground atom
with Σ |= ¬A}. In most cases we are only interested in the Herbrand models:
SEM (P ) = M Herb . In case a particular semantics by definition can only contain a single model such as WFS we simply write SEM (P ) = M . We assign a
sceptical entailment relation to SEM : SEM sceptical (P ) which is the set of all
atoms which are true in all models of SEM (P ). Proof-theoretically a semantics
SEM (P ) of a program P is defined as a set of literals that are derivable from
P using a particular inference mechanisms. We define expressiveness of our LP
language (depends on the logic class) in the usual way: The instances D of a
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finite EDB-relations of P is an input argument to derive the finite IDB-relation
as output under a respective semantics SEM . For every finite D there is associated a relation RD on D if there is a program P containing an IDB-symbol r
s.t. for every database D and tuple t corresponding to r: r(t) ∈ SEM (P + D)
iff R(t) holds in D.
Expressive Logic Programming Knowledge Updates
We define a positive update to a program P as a finite set U pos := {ruleN : H ←
B, f actM : A ←} with A an atom denoting a fact, H ← B a rule, N = 0, .., n and
M = 0, ..m. Applying U pos to P leads to the extended program P 0 = P ∪ U pos .
Applying several positive updates as an increasing finite sequence Ujpos with
j = 0..k and U0pos := ∅ to P leads to a program Pk = P0 ∪U0pos ∪U1pos ∪...∪Ukpos .
In other words a program Pk reflects a particular knowledge state k and is decomposable in the previous knowledge state k −1 plus the update: Pk = Pk−1 ∪Ukpos .
We define P0 = ∅ ∪ U0pos and U1pos = {P : the set of rules and facts defined in
the original program P }, i.e. loading/parsing the program from a LP script is
the first update.
Likewise, we define a negative update to a program P as a finite set U neg :=
{ruleN : H ← B, f actM : A ←} with A ∈ P , H ← B ∈ P , N = 0, .., n
and M = 0, ..m, which is removed from P , leading to the reduced program
P 0 = P \ U neg . Applying arbitrary sequences of positive and negative updates
leads to a sequence of program states P0 , .., Pk where each state Pi is either
Pi = Pi−1 ∪ Uipos or Pi = Pi−1 \ Uineg . As we will see later a rollback of an
update is therefore a step back to a previous knowledge state by inverting the
last update(s), e.g. a ”rollback” to the latest state which preserves integrity of
the knowledge base.
A Labelled Logic and ID-based Updates
We now extend the logical language to a labelled logic. In fact, the ContractLog
language is a labelled, typed, prioritized rule language, implementing a hybrid
polymorphic order-sorted typed unification, e.g. using Semantic Web ontologies or Java class hierarchies as explicit type system, see [83, 75] and defeasible
rule priorities, see [75]. Our focus here is on the labelled extension. Our goal
is to represent such information homogeneously in one representation language
and derive and use such information dynamically during resolution. Akin to
object oriented programming we treat rules (as well as atoms and terms [83])
as objects having an object id (oid ). We use these oids as a set of rule names
(labels) used to label rules (extended LPs with default and explicit negation):
< oid > L0 ← L1 ∧ .. ∧ Ln ∧ ∼ Ln+1 ∧ ..∧ ∼ Lm ∧ ¬Lm+1 ∧ .. ∧ Lk
The label oid is optional. If omitted, the label is said to be empty. The label
is required to be an unique object id. The rule labels are treated as a binary
naming function oid(< label >, < rule − head >), i.e. the function is a partial
injective naming function that assigns an oid to some of the rules in P .
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Example
oid(rule1,p(X)).
p(X):-q(X).
q(1).
Rules can be grouped to rule sets, which we call a module M . A module also has
an unique oid as its label with a unary naming function module(< label >). To
be able to refer a set of rules to a particular module, we reuse the oid function
and associate to each rule ri ∈ M a relation oid(< Mlabel >, < ri head >).
Example
module(m1).
oid(m1,r1(X)).
oid(rule1,r1(X)).
r1(X):-q(X).
oid(m1,r2(X)).
oid(rule1,r2(X)).
r2(X):-r1(X).
This homogeneous definition of labels for rules (facts are special rules) and
rule sets (modules) enables (meta) reasoning and is useful in many ways. In the
ContractLog KR we have implemented an expressive defeasible logic as a LP
meta program which uses the labels to define preferences between rules and also
between rule sets (modules). Defining explicit priorities, e.g. r2  r1 represented
as a binary function overrides(r2, r1) (rule r2 overrides rule r1), can be used
to define default rules, alternatives, exceptions and in general handle conflicts
between conflicting rules using the defined preferences. This is crucial in many
domains, such as e.g. deontic reasoning (reasoning about norms) or legal reasoning, e.g. to represent typical legal principles such as ”Lex Posterior” or ”Lex
Superior” for resolving legal conflicts. It enables partial meta reasoning on selected rules / modules via their labels. In contrast to most non-monotonic logics
such as prioritized circumscription, hierarchic autoepistemic logic, prioritized default logic, which represent the preference information in an ”external” manner
expressed outside of the logical language, our approach uses a homogeneous representation language, which simplifies engineering, management, maintenance
and testing. Grouping rules to modules in particular facilitates large programs
or projects to be put together from components which can be developed, compiled and tested separately. Also module systems enforce typical SE principles
such as the principle of information hiding and can provide a basis for data
abstraction and modularization. This is vital for example, in rule-based contract representation, where contracts, e.g. Service Level Agreements (SLAs), are
typically defined as distributed, hierarchical structures with e.g. general terms
and conditions, master agreements, several SLAs and underpinning contracts or
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operational agreements (see e.g. Rule Based Service Level Agreement - RBSLA
project). For more information on the defeasible approach to conflict resolution
and rule prioritization in ContractLog see [75].
After having defined the principles of a labelled logic, we now extend it with
labelled updates, which we call ID-based updates. As described an update is a
set of rules which is added or removed from the knowledge base. Hence, an update can be seen as a module (a set of rules / facts) with a label (an unique ID
pos
oid): Uoid
. The oid of the update is preserved in the knowledge bases naming
all rules and relating them to the update id using the naming functions module
and oid. Based on this labelled ID concept we have implemented expressive update functions as declarative LP meta programs, which enable external imports
and arbitrary updates, adding, removing or changing rules and facts, including
bulk updates (sets of rules / facts). ContractLog supports the following update
primitives (functions):
– update: used to add new knowledge to the KB either importing an external
LP script from an URI or using the set of defined rules and facts.
– remove: used to remove knowledge from the KB using its ID (fact oid, rule
oid, module oid).
Examples
update("./examples/test/test.prova").
% add an external script
update(id1,"r(1):-f(1). f(1).").
% add rule "r(1):-f(1)." and fact "f(1)." with ID "id1"
update(id2,"r(X):-f(X).").
% add rule "r(X):-f(X)." with ID "id2"
p(X,Y) :- update(id3,
"r(_0):-f(_0), g(_0). f(_0). g(_1).", %Object place holders _N: _0=X ; _1=Y.
[X,Y]).
% update with variable bindings X,Y.
remove(id1).
% remove update/module with ID "id1"
remove("./examples/test/test.prova").
% remove external update

Integrity Constraints
As already discussed in the context of knowledge updates conflicts might naturally arise, in particular when the rule program grows larger and updates are
done by different people. Let us first define what we mean by conflicts - see also
section 2:
Definition
– A rule r1 and a rule r2 are conflicting iff the head of r1 is the complement
of the head of r2 and both can be derived
– A rule r1 and a rules r2 are conflicting with respect to a set of rules R iff
the application of one rule defeats the other or vice versa.
– A rule r1 and a rule r2 are conflicting with respect to a particular application
domain, if both apply in the same situation/context.
While the first two conflicts denote a conflict from a logical point of view, the
last type of conflict is application specific. For example, two rules defining either
a discount of 5% or are discount of 10% might be conflicting if both discounts
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can be derived at the same time. The first type of conflict arises if a positive and
a negative atom (explicit negated) can be derived at the same time. To describe
the second type of conflict consider the following program:
a <- not b
b <- not a
Here the heads of both rules are not complementary, but the both rules defeat
each other (using WFS) due to the negation. Such conflicts are much harder to
detect and might also occur indirect based on the existence of other rules. Internal integrity constraints or external test cases can be used to define conditions
which denote a logic or application specific conflict. Integrity constraints in ContractLog are defined as a n-ary function integrity(< operator >, < conditions >
) in the rule language. We distinguish four typed of integrity constraints:
– Not-constraints which express that none (akin to strong negation) of the
stated conclusions should be drawn: integrity(not(p1 (...), .., pn (...))).
– Xor-constraints which express that the stated conclusions are mutual exclusive, i.e. should not be drawn at the same time: integrity(xor(p1 (...), .., pn (...))).
– Or-constraints which express that at least one of the stated conclusions must
be drawn: integrity(or(p1 (...), .., pn (...))).
– And-constraints which express that all of the stated conclusion must draw:
integrity(and(p1 (...), .., pn (...))).
IC might be also stated conditionally as integrity rules, e.g. integrity(xor(p(), q())) :
−a(), b()., i.e. the integrity constraint that p() and q() are mutual exclusive, denoting a conflict if both can be derived at the same time, must hold iff a() and
b() hold.
Model Theory and Proof Theory of Integrity Constraints
The semantics of integrity constraints SEMIC is defined as an inference system that is directly derived from the semantics of logic programs. Integrity constraints are defined as constraints on the set of possible models and therefore
describe the model(s) which should be considered as strictly conflicting. Model
theoretically we attribute a 2-valued truth value (true/false) to an integrity constraint using the defined set of constraints (literals) in an IC as a goal on the
program P . Roughly speaking, the truth of an integrity constraint in a finite
interpretation I is determined by running the goal GIC defined by the IC on the
clauses in P or more precisely on the actual state of Pi . If the GIC is satisfied, i.e.
there exists at least one model for the sentence formed by the GIC : Pi |= GIC ,
the integrity constraint is violated and P is proven to be in an inconsistent state
with respect to the integrity constraints IC: IC is violated resp. Pi violates integrity iff for any interpretation I, I |= Pi → I |= GIC .
In general an interpretation I = (4I , ·I ) consists of a non-empty domain 4I
and a interpretation function ·I . For example, in case of a Herbrand definition
for definite LPs, the Herbrand interpretation of Pi is any subset I ⊆ BPi of its
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Herbrand base. A Herbrand model of Pi is a Herbrand interpretation of Pi such
that for each rule H ← B1 ∧ .. ∧ Bn in Pi the interpretation satisfies the logical
formula ∀x(B1 ∧ .. ∧ Bn ), where x is a list of variables in the rule. We define the
following interpretation for the four types of ICs:
And and(C1 , .., Cn ): Pi |= (notC1 ∨ .. ∨ notCn ) if exists i ∈ 1, .., n, Pi |= not
Ci
Not: not(C1 , .., Cn ): Pi |= (C1 ∨ .. ∨ Cn ) if exists i ∈ 1, .., n, Pi |= Ci
Or: or(C1 , .., Cn ): Pi |= (notC1 ∧ .. ∧ notCn if for all i ∈ 1, .., n, Pi |= not Ci
Xor: xor(C1 , .., Cn ): Pi |= (Cj ∧ Ck ) if exists j ∈ 1, .., n, Pi |= Cj and exists
k ∈ 1, .., n, Pi |= Ck with Cj 6= Ck and Cj ∈ C, Ck ∈ C
C := {C1 , ..Cn } are positive or negative (explicit negated) n-ary atoms which
might contain variables; not is used in the usual sense of default negation, i.e.
if a constraint literal can not be proven true, it is assumed to be false. If there
exists a model for a IC goal (as defined above), i.e. the ”integrity test goal” is
satisfied P |= GIC , the integrity constraint is assigned true and hence integrity
is violated.
To proof integrity constraints we have implemented a LP meta program in the
ContractLog KR. Meta-programming and meta-interpreters have their roots
in the original von Neumann computer architecture where program and data
treated in a uniform way and are a popular technique in logic programming for
representing knowledge [126], in particular, knowledge in the domains containing logic programs as objects of discourse. LPs representing such knowledge are
called meta-programs (a.k.a. meta interpreters) and their design is referred to
as meta-programming. The meta program implements two main test axioms:
– testIntegrity() tests the integrity of the actual program, i.e. it proves all
integrity constrains in the knowledge base using them as goals constraining
on the facts and rules in the KB.
– testIntegrity(Literal) tests the integrity of the literal, i.e. it makes a hypothetical test and proves if the literal, which is actually not in the KB, violates
any integrity constraint in the KB.
The first integrity test is useful to verify (test logical integrity) and validate
(test application/domain integrity) the integrity of the actual knowledge state.
The second integrity test is useful to hypothetically test an intended knowledge
update, e.g. test wether a conclusion from a rule will lead to violations of the
integrity of the program. If the hypothetical test succeeds, i.e. the integrity
constraint fails, the rule can be safely added. A similar set of test axioms is
provided for test cases:
– test() apply all test cases which are currently ”loaded” to the KB to the
rules and facts in the KB.
– test(< oid >) apply a particular test case denoted by its oid to the rules and
facts in the KB.
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Two predicates loadT estCase(< T estCase >) and unloadT estCase(< T estCase >
) to dynamically load and unload external test cases using an URI are provided. The implementation is mainly based on the previously described update
primitives. Since we use a meta programming representation we can directly
reason with the defined test axioms, e.g. it is possible to define a negative test
not(testIntegrity(Literal)) in order to find all literals (rule heads/facts) out
of a list of possible intended updates which will violate integrity and exclude
those from the update. Another example is defeasible reasoning where conflicts
between defeasible conclusions are solved by explicit preference definitions. We
have implemented a defeasible logic variant based on integrity constraints in the
ContractLog KR - see [75]
Transactional Updates
We now use the concept of (hypothetical) integrity test to extend the ID-based
updates to transactional updates. A transactional update is an update which
must be executed completely or not at all. In case a transactional update fails,
e.g. is only partially executed, it will be rolled back otherwise it will be comtrans
mitted. We define a transactional update with a label Uoid
to a program P
trans
pos/neg
pos/neg
as pair Uoid =< U
, T >, where U
is either a positive or a negative update and T is the set of integrity constraints defined in P (plus a set
of additionally specified external test cases). The integrity constraints (and test
hypo
cases) are use to V&V&I the hypothetically updated program Pi+1
and rollback the (possibly partial executed) transactional update to the state Pi+1 = Pi
in case a test case was not successful or the integrity is violated with respect
to the integrity constraints. In case T is successful the transactional update is
trans
committed leading to the new knowledge state Pi+1 = Pi ∪ Uoid pos for positive
transneg
transactional updates resp. Pi+1 = Pi \ Uoid
for negative updates:
Pi+1 = Pi iff exists j ∈ 1, .., n, Pi+1 |= ICj
trans
trans
Pi+1 = Pi ∪ Uoid pos resp. Pi+1 = Pi \ Uoid neg otherwise
Note, that we have defined the violation of an integrity constraint ICj as the
satisfaction of ICj in the program state Pi . Hence, if there exists a satisfied
hypo
integrity constraint in the hypothetical state Pi+1
the transactional update is
rolled back via inverting the update primitive:
trans

trans

hypo
Pi+1 = Pi ∪ Uoid pos ⇒ Pi+1
\ Uoid pos iff exists j ∈ 1, .., n, Pi+1 |= ICj
transneg
trans
hypo
Pi+1 = Pi \ Uoid
⇒ Pi+1 ∪ Uoid neg iff exists j ∈ 1, .., n, Pi+1 |= ICj
hypo
A commit is defined as Pi+1
⇒ Pi+1 .
To support transactions in ContractLog we have extended the LP meta programs for integrity constraints and ID-based updates with a meta program implementing different variants of a transaction function transaction().

Examples
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transaction(remove(<ID>)). % transactional remove with test on all ICs/TCs in KB
transaction(update(<ID>,...)). % transactional update with test on all ICs/TCs in KB
transaction(update(<ID>,...),<Test Case URI>). % transactional update with explicit test case.
commit(<ID>).
% commit transaction with specified ID of update
rollback(<ID>).
% rollback transaction with specified ID

If no explicit test case is specified the transactional update/remove performs
a test on all integrity constraints and test cases in the KB. If the tests fail
the transaction is automatically rolled back otherwise it will be committed. An
explicit test case can be specified, which will be loaded dynamically (using the
ID-based update primitives to load external scripts from a URIs) and used to
test the transactional update/remove. After the test the external test case will
be removed from the KB. It is also possible to explicitly rollback or commit a
transaction. In general integrity constraints and test cases are used for V&V&I
but they can be also used to safeguard the completeness of the transaction, which
is in particular important in case of long running bulk updates. For example
consider the following program (in Prolog like syntax):
a() :- not(b()).
b() :- not(a()).
If now two facts a(). and b(). are added to the KB by the transactional update
transaction(update(id1, ”a().b().”), ”t5.test”) which use the following external
test case t5.test: {?a => true, ?b => true} to safeguard the transactional update. If only a(). or only b(). is asserted to the knowledge base the test case fails
(we assume WFS) and the partial update is automatically rolled back (by the
meta program). If both are added or none of them the test case succeeds which
is exactly the intended behavior of this transactional update.
Active ECA rules with Postcondition-Tests
Automatically changing/adapting the program as a reaction to occurred events is
crucial in many rule-based application domains which need some kind of reactive
behavior. In [123, 124] we have elaborated on a homogeneous Event-ConditionAction logic programming language (ECA-LP) which combines ECA rules and
derivation rules and enables active execution of ECA rules in arbitrary backwardreasoning systems. The approach uses the LP inference engine for reasoning and
inference tasks such as variable binding, negation or logical connectives, thus
benefiting from the declarative semantics of logic programs. We have developed
a LP based event / action algebra based on a novel interval-based Event Calculus
formalization which supports processing of complex events and actions redefining
well-known event operators from event algebras in the active database domain
such as Snoop [128]. Knowledge self-updates, as described in this section, can
be performed as actions in ECA rules. Note, that external updates in external
systems are also supported via a highly expressive typed logic and procedural attachments on Java objects. In short, in ECA-LP an ECA rule is defined
as: eca(T ime, Event, Condition, Action, P ostcond., Else). The terms in an ECA
rules are complex terms which are interpreted as goals on derivation rules which
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implement the functionality of each part of the ECA rule. This approach leads to
a compact syntax for ECA rules, a tight combination of ECA rules and derivation rules and it supports reusability of complex functionalities implemented by
arbitrary chained derivation rules in several ECA rules.
eca(time(T1,..,Tn), event(E1,..,Em), condition(C1,..,Ck),
action(A1,..,Al), postcondition(P1,..,Po), else(El1,..,Elp))
time(T1,..,Tn) <- [ body of derivation rule]
event(E1,..,Em) <- [body of derivation rule]
condition(C1,..,Ck) <- [ body of derivation rule]
action(A1,..,Al) <- [ body of derivation rule]
postcondition(P1,..,Po) <- [ body of derivation rule]
else(El1,..,Elp) <- [ body of derivation rule]
The time part specifies a special time event - a time function - which can be
used to define schedules, intervals or time points at which the ECA rule should
be processed. The event, condition and action part are used as usual in ECA
rules. The else action is executed as an alternative to the normal action in case
the action of the ECA rule can not be executed, e.g. in case the condition is not
satisfied. It can be used to define alternative actions or perform some kind of
exception handling. Finally, the postcondition can be used to define post conditional constraints. In particular it can be used to apply post conditional test
on the outcome of the action as we will see later or it can be used to prevent
backtracking to further variable bindings in the action part via setting a cut ”!”.
To illustrate the usage of ECA rules consider an ECA rule which states that
”every 10 seconds it is checked (time) whether there is an incoming request
by a customer to book a flight to a certain destination (event). Whenever this
event is detected, a database look-up selects a list of all flights to this destination
(condition) and tries to book the first flight (action). In case this action fails,
the system will backtrack and book the next flight in the list other-wise it succeeds (post-condition cut) sending a ”flight booked” notification If no flight can
be found to this destination, i.e. the condition fails, the else action is triggered,
send-ing a ”booked up” notification back to the customer.”
This is formalized as a LP (Prolog related syntax) as follows:
eca( every10Sec(), detect(request(Customer, Destination),T),
find(Destination, Flight), book(Customer, Flight), !,
notify(Customer, bookedUp(Destination) ).
% time derivation rule
every10Sec() :- sysTime(T), interval( timespan(0,0,0,10),T).
% event derivation rule
detect(request(Customer, FlightDestination),T):occurs(request(Customer,FlightDestination),T),
consume(request(Customer,FlightDestination)).
% condition derivation rule
find(Destination,Flight) :on_exception(java.sql.SQLException,on_db_exception()), dbopen("flights",DB),
sql_select(DB,"flights", [flight, Flight], [where, "dest=Destination"]).
% action derivation rule
book(Cust, Flight) :- flight.BookingSystem.book(Flight, Cust),
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notify(Cust,flightBooked(Flight)).
% alternative action derivation rule
notify(Customer, Message):- sendMessage(Customer, Message).

In the example the action book(Cust, F ligth), implemented within the ”action”
derivation rule, calls the external (static) method book from the Java class
f light.BookingSystem. The postcondition sets a cut !, i.e. if the action is successfully performed no backtracking to further bindings of the variable F light
in the action part is performed. While this example shows an external update in
the f light.BookingSystem, ECA rules can also perform internal self-updates.
Due to the homogeneous combination of ECA rules and derivation rules in a LP,
the formalization is straight-forward using either the update primitive directly
in an ECA rule, e.g.:
eca(..., update(id, ”p() : −q().”), ...).
or via defining a derivation rule for the action:
eca(..., evolve(”p() : −q().”), ...).
evolve(U pdt) : −update(id, U pdt).
To safeguard the application of self-updates (updating rules and facts) in the
context of (re)active rules we use the post condition part. The post condition
can be used to define additional constraints which must hold after the action is
performed. For example consider the following program (Prolog related syntax;
SLDNF resolution):
eca(_,not(a()),_,update(tid1,"a()."),testTC(),_). % ECA rule definition
%POSTCONDITION
testTC():a(),
commit(tid1),
println(["Test succeeded - commit updates"]),
!.
% cut = prevent rollback
testTC():println(["Test failed - rollback updates !!!!"]),
rollback(update(tid1)),
fail().

The ECA rule defines an update with id tid1 which adds a single fact ”a().” to
the KB. The post condition is defined by the two derivation rules testT C. The
first rule commits the update td1 in case the test on a() succeeds and prints a
success message. The second rule performs a rollback on the update, if the first
rule was not successful and finitely fails. Due to the definition of the event in
the ECA rule as not(a()) the ECA rule is executed as long as the update was
not successful, i.e. a() has not been added to the KB.

7

Integration of Test Cases into Testing Frameworks and
Rule Markup Languages

We have implemented the test drive approach in the ContractLog KR. The
ContractLog KR is an expressive and efficient KR framework hosted at Sourceforge for the representation of contractual rules, contractual policies and service
level agreements implementing several logical formalisms such as event logics,
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defeasible logic, deontic logics, description logic programs in a homogeneous LP
framework. The ContractLog KR is developed within the Rule Based Service
Level Agreement (RBSLA) project.
RBSLA project: http://ibis.in.tum.de/staff/paschke/rbsla/index.htm
RBSLA distribution: https://sourceforge.net/projects/rbsla
ContractLog: http://ibis.in.tum.de/staff/paschke/rbsla/contractlog.htm
Test cases in the ContractLog KR are homogeneously integrated into Logic Programs and are written in the same representation language. We use an extended
ISO Prolog related scripting syntax (ISO Prolog ISO/IEC 13211-1:1995) to write
LP scripts, where a variable starts with a upper-case letter, e.g. X, Y, Z, a constant/individual with a lower-case letter, e.g. a, b, c and a queries is written as a
function : −sovle(...) or : −eval(...). A test case script consists of a unique test
case ID denoted by testcase(< ID >), optional input assertions such as input
facts and test rules, a positive meta test rule defining the test queries and variable bindings testSuccess(< T estN ame >, < OptionalM essagef orJunit >), a
negative test rule testF ailure(< T estN ame >, < M essage >) and a runT est
rule which is used by the meta program which implements the test axioms. The
positive and negative test rules are interpreted by the ContractLog KR using the
test rules to derive the success or failure of the test case. A test case can be temporarily loaded and removed to/from the knowledge base for testing purposes,
using the expressive ID-based update predicates for evolving logic programs.
Example
LP:
a():-c().
b():-c().
c(). % input fact
:-solve(test(./examples/tc1.test)).
Test Case: tc1 := {a()? => true, b()? => true}
testcase("./examples/tc1.test"). % id
% positive test with success message for JUnit report
testSuccess("test1","succeeded"):-testcase(./examples/tc1.test),a(),b().
% negative test with failure message for Junit report
testFailure("test1","can not derive a and b"):- not(testSuccess("test1",Message)).
% define the active tests - used by meta program
runTest("./examples/tc1.test"):-testSuccess("test 1",Message).
The example shows a simple propositional LP with two rules and a query which
imports and test the test case ./examples/tc1.test from the relative path to
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the test case script. The test case defines a positive test named test1 with
the two test queries a(), and b() (represented as subgoals). The test case id
”./examples/tc1.test” is used to distinguish test cases in case several test cases
have been imported to the knowledge base. The second term in the test rules’
heads specifies a success resp. failure message which is used for reporting, e.g.
to create a JUnit test report. The runT est rule with the test case ID as argument is evaluated by the meta program implementing the test functionality. It
specifies which tests (testSuccess) of the test cases should be tested. A test case
might define several tests (testSuccess/testF ailure) and some of them might
be possibly excluded (e.g. might be deprecated) from testing via removing them
from the runT est rule. In the example the runT est only tests the test test1.
Integration of Test Cases into the JUnit Test Framework
In the recent years several successful tools to support agile test-driven software development have emerged in extreme programming such as the build tool
ANT which automates project build processes or testing tools such as JUnit.
JUnit by K. Beck and E. Gamma [129] provides a standard API for testing
java code. The RBSLA/ ContractLog KR distribution implements support for
JUnit based testing and test coverage reporting where logic programming test
cases can be managed in test suites and automatically run by a JUnit Ant task
which creates a final test case report from the failure and success messages derived of the executed tests. As described in section 6 test cases in ContractLog
are written as LP scripts. Test cases can be bundled to test suites which are
also represented as LPs consisting of a test suite ID denoted by the naming
function test suite(< name >). and a list of test cases referenced by their URI
test case(< U RI >).
Example:
test_suite("basic function tests").
test_case("./examples/test_cases/basics/complexTestCase.prova").
test_case("./examples/test_cases/basics/cutTestCase.prova").
test_case("./examples/test_cases/basics/listTestCase.prova").
test_case("./examples/test_cases/basics/varTestCase.prova").
A java class rbsla.regressiontest.RegressionT est.java provides methods to build
a JUnit test suite junit.f ramework.T estSuite from a ContractLog test suite
script.
public static TestSuite buildSuite(String uri) {
ProvaWrapper wrapper = new ProvaWrapper(uri);
String suiteName =
wrapper.solveVar("test_suite(SuiteName)","SuiteName").get(0).toString();
TestSuite suite = new TestSuite (suiteName);
List testCases = wrapper.solveVar("test_case(TestCase)","TestCase");
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for(int i = 0; i < testCases.size(); i++) {
try {
String testCase = testCases.get(i).toString();
RegressionTest test = new RegressionTest(testCase);
suite.addTest (test);
} catch(Exception x) {
System.err.println ("Cannot create test suite!");
x.printStackTrace (System.err);
}
}
return suite;
}
It uses a wrapper rbsla.wrapper.P rovaW rapper on the underlying rule engine’s Java API (Prova http://comas.soi.city.ac.uk/prova/) to load and query
a ContractLog test suite script using the specified uri. ContractLog implements
an abstract wrapper interface rbsla.wrapper.KnowledgeBaseW rapper to decouple the ContractLog Java implementations from the implementations of a
rule engine, so that the ContractLog framework can be used on top of different inference engines. Currently, ContractLog implements specialized wrappers on Prova (ProvaWrapper) and Mandarax (MandaraxWrapper; Mandarax:
http://mandarax.sourceforge.net/). The wrapper is used to derive the name of
the ContractLog test suite , which is then used as name for the JUnit test suite.
Further, it queries all URIs of the test cases defined in the test suite script and
uses this references to instantiate the the main test class rbsla.regressiontest.RegressionT est
which subclasses the JUnit class T estCase. The RegressionT est sets up the test
case via loading the test case from the URI into the knowledge base (including
all tests, assertions and meta information defined in test case script) using the
Prova wrapper.
protected void setUp() {
if (lp!=null) {
wrapper = new ProvaWrapper(lp);
wrapper.consult("consult("+tc+").");
}
else wrapper = new ProvaWrapper(tc);
}
It then runs the test case querying the positive testSuccess and negative testF ailure
tests defined in the ContractLog script (see section 6) using the wrapper and
creates a test report from the derived success resp. failure messages using the
JUnit asserts. JUnit which has been integrated with an Ant task into the build
script of the RBSLA/ContractLog distribution automatically creates a HTML
based report (other output format are also possible) from this information.
public void test() throws Exception {
setName(tc); // set test case name
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StringBuffer type = new StringBuffer("");
boolean status = false;
// positive test
ResultSet rs = wrapper.consult("testSuccess(Name,Message)");
boolean more = rs.first();
while (more) {
Object name = rs.getResult(Object.class, "Name");
Object message = rs.getResult(Object.class, "Message");
type=type.append("++++ "+name+" succeeded "+message+" ++++
more = rs.next();
status = true;
}
// negative test
rs = wrapper.consult("testFailure(Name,Message)");
more = rs.first();
while (more) {
Object name = rs.getResult(Object.class, "Name");
Object message = rs.getResult(Object.class, "Message");
type=type.append("---- "+name+" failed - "+message+" ---status = false;
more = rs.next();
}

|

|

if (status) assertTrue(type.toString(),true);
else assertTrue(type.toString(),false);
}
After a test case has been processed by JUnit the test case is automatically
teared down, which means it is removed completely from the knowledge base.
protected void tearDown() {
wrapper.consult("unconsult(\’"+tc+"\’).");
}
The RBSLA/ContractLog distribution comes with a set of function, regression
and performance test cases to verify and validate the inference implementations
and meta programs of the ContractLog KR with respect to typical adequacy
criteria of KR formalisms and in particular w.r.t. completeness, soundness, expressiveness and efficiency/scalability.
Test coverage measurement as described in section 4 has been also integrated
into ContractLog’s Java based test framework. A class rbsla.regressiontest.T estCoverage
implements respective methods (using the ProvaWrapper) to query the coverage
meta program implemented in the ContractLog KR. The meta program implements different functions to compute e.g. the minimalized substitution of two

");

");
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terms, the instances of clauses under the instance order, the lgg of two clauses,
the subsumption of clauses, the generalized subsumption of two clause sets, the
relative generalization and the coverage as defined in section 4. The results are
use to create an automated test coverage report which can be done by an Ant
task.

Fig. 4. UML Class Diagram for ContractLog’s Test Framework

Figure 4 shows the main Java classes / interfaces of the test framework.
A Rule Based Markup Language for Test Cases
To support distributed management and rule interchange we have integrated
test case and updates into RuleML (current version RuleML 0.89). The Rule
Markup Language (RuleML) is a standardization initiative with the goal of creating an open, producer-independent XML/RDF based web language for rules.It
provides a rich syntax for derivation rules and supports different logic classes such
as datalog, hornlog (with naf), extended (with neg) disjunctive, FOL. Our design
goals are to stay as close as possible to the RuleML standard, reuse the existing language constructs and fulfill typical criteria of good language design such
as minimality, homogeneity, symmetry and orthogonality [130]. In particular, we
try to keep the set of new language constructs as small as possible and give these
constructs a plain declarative markup semantics. We follow the design principle of RuleML and define the new constructs within separated modules which
are added to RuleML as additional layers, i.e. it adds additional expressiveness
and modelling power to RuleML for the serialization of integrity constraints,
test case, knowledge update primitives in XML. We use XML Schema group
definitions to define language constructs which belong together in a group. This
approach is easily extensible, i.e. it is easy to add new constructs. We first
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describe relevant constructs in RuleML and then introduce our extensions regarding integrity constraints, test cases and updates. The Rule Based Service
Level Agreement Language (RBSLA) [131] (see appendix B) for serialization of
rule based contracts, policies and SLAs comprises several other layers extending RuleML with modelling constructs for e.g. defeasible rules, deontic norms,
temporal event logics, reactive ECA rules. It also comprises the ECA-RuleML
sublanguage to serialize ECA rules and complex event/actions. An overview
over the complete RuleML structure (RuleML 0.89) can be found in appendix
A. Here, we focus on the RuleML horn logic layer extended with negation and
equality. The building blocks are [24]:
– Predicates (atoms) are n-ary relations defined as an < Atom > element
in RuleML. The main terms within an atom are variables < V ar > to
be instantiated by ground values when the rules are ap-plied, individual
constants < Ind >, data values < Data > and complex terms < Cterm >.
– Derivation Rules (< Implies >) consist of a body part (< body >) with one
or more conditions (atoms) connected via < And > or < Or > and possibly
negated by ¡Neg¿ which represents classical negation or < N af > which
represents negation as failure and a conclusion (< head >) which is derived
from existing other rules or facts applied in a forward or backward manner.
– Facts are deemed to be always true and are stated as atoms: < Atom >
Queries < Queries > can either be proved backward as top-down goals or
forward via bottom-up processing. Several goals might be connected within
a query and negated.
– Besides facts, derivation rules and queries RuleML defines further rule types
such as transformation rules.
A markup serialization syntax for test suites / test cases and knowledge updates has been implemented as an extension to RuleML [24] with the following
constructs given in EBNF notation, i.e. alternatives are separated by vertical
bars (|); zero to one occurrences are written in square brackets ([]) and zero to
many occurrences in braces ({}).:
Test Suites / Test Cases
TestSuite ::= [oid,]content | And
TestCase ::= [oid,]{test|Test,} [assertions | And]
Test ::=[oid,] [message | Ind,] test | Query
Integrity ::= [oid,] formula | Not | And | Or | Xor
assertions ::= And
test ::= Test | Query
message ::= Ind
ID based update constructs
Assert ::= content | And
Retract ::= content | And
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The update constructs are defined on the level of atoms and can be used within
rules, e.g. derivation rules or reaction rules. This differs from the assert construct in RuleML which is a KQML like performative defined on the top level
of RuleML. An attribute @safty states whether the update should be performed
in transactional mode, i.e. it might be rolled back in case of failures. External
knowledge files which should be asserted can be referenced within the oid tag
defined under And, e.g.:
<Implies @variety="strict">
...
<body>
<Assert>
<And>
<oid>
<Ind>./examples/ContractLog/RBSLA/math.rbsla</Ind>
</oid>
</And>
</Assert>
</body>
</Implies>
The examples shows an external updated defined in a strict derivation rules’
body which imports an external LP script math.rbsla from a relative path.
(@variety distinguishes ”strict” and ”defeasible” rules)
Example: eca(..., update(id1, ”f ().p() : −f ().”)).
<ECA>
...
<action>
<Assert safety="transactional">
<And>
<oid><Ind>id1</Ind></oid>
<Atom><Rel>f</Rel></Atom>
<Implies>
<Atom><Rel>f</Rel></Atom>
<Atom><Rel>p</Rel></Atom>
</Implies>
</And>
</Assert>
</action>
</ECA>
The example shows an knowledge self-updated with the oid id1 adding a fact
and a rule to the KB in the action part of an ECA rule. Due to the transactional
mode saf ety = ”transactional”, the update should be rolled back, if it is only
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partially performed or violates any integrity constraint/test case defined in the
KB.
The content of a T estSuite is a list of T estCases connected with And. A
T estCase consists of one or more tests and optional additional assertions such
as rules (Implies or ECA) or facts (Atom) which are dynamically added for
testing. A T est defines an optional failure message which might be used to create a test report, e.g. by an test framework such as JUnit. We have decided to
reuse and extend the RuleML Query construct to define a test query, in order
to keep the language as compact as possible. A test Query can be used to define several test literals which are connected by And or Or. Test queries can be
negated by default negation (N af ) or explicit negation (N eg). The attribute
@label defines the expected outcome true, f alse or unkown, where true is the
default value. The @semantics attribute assigns meta information about the
intended semantics of the complete test case and the tests, e.g. to define different variants of tests for different semantics of target inference engines. Default
value is semantics : W F S. The value of the attribute might be a reference on
an ontology (semantics is the namespace) defining different semantics, e.g. a
reference on an OWL ontology which models the semantics of figure 3, section
6. The T-box model might define further subcategories (subclasses) of the root
class Semantics, e.g. LP Semantics w 2 − valued and 3 − valued. The attribute
@class denotes the logic class of the program. The values again might be defined
in an ontology which might be based on the logic classes defined in section 6, figure 2 for LPs and further extended with values forward-reasoning (production)
rule programs, e.g. class : Rete. Similar meta information might be defined to
annotate inference engines and RuleML programs in order to use such information for verification and validation of the correct execution of an (interchanged)
program - as discussed in section 6.
<TestCase @semantics="semantics:STABLE"
class="class:Propositional">
...
<Test @semantics="semantics:WFS" @label="true">
<Ind>Test 1</Ind>
<Ind>Test 1 failed</Ind>
<Query>
<And>
<Atom><Rel>p</Rel></Atom>
<Naf><Atom><Rel>q</Rel></Atom></Naf>
...
</TestCase>
The example shows a test case with one test query: test1 : {p => true, notq =>
true}.
Test queries with lists of expected variable bindings can be serialized as sets of
ground queries connected by And:
...
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<Query>
<And>
<Atom><Rel>p</Rel><Ind>a</Ind></Atom>
<Atom><Rel>p</Rel><Ind>b</Ind></Atom>
<Atom><Rel>p</Rel><Ind>c</Ind></Atom>
...
</And>
</Query>
...
The example shows a test query p(X) => true : {X/a, X/b, X/c, ...} which
defines a list of expected variable bindings.

8

Related Works

Verification and Validation (V&V) of knowledge base systems (KBS) and in
particular rule based systems such as logic programs with Prolog interpreters
have received much attention from the mid ’80s to the early ’90s, see e.g. [52–
56]. Several methods for detecting inconsistencies in KBs based on monotonic
reasoning have been proposed, such as:
– Tabular methods, e.g. [58], which pairwise compare the rules of the rule
base to detect relationships among premises and conclusions. Comparing
only pairs of rules excludes detection of inconsistencies in rule chains with
several rules.
– Methods based on Graphs, e.g. [59, 60], using formal graph theory to detect
inconsistencies by simulating the execution of the system for every possible
initial fact base, which might be very costly
– Methods based on Petri Nets, e.g. [61] which model the KB as Petri net and
test the complete models starting with all possible initial states, which is
very costly.
– Methods based on operational debugging via instrumenting the rule base
and exploring the execution trace using break points in the rule program
(e.g., between the expand and branch steps of the debugging algorithm using
trance and spy commands in Prolog). However, this methods presuppose
a deep understanding of the inference processes by the user to detect the
inconsistencies.
– Methods based on algebraic interpretation, e.g. [62] transform a KB into an
algebraic structure, e.g. a boolean algebra which is then used to verify the
KB. This approach can not applied to expressive rule bases with variables,
object-valued functions or meta predicates and non-monotonic negations.
– Methods based on declarative debugging which build an abstract model representing the execution trace and elicit feedback from an oracle (e.g. the
user) to navigate through the model till the inconsistency is reached.
Two testing approaches are presented by Boug et all. [5] and Gorlick et all.
[22], which are based on a description of the test space in terms of context-free
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grammars, constraint systems and algebraic specifications. Ruggieri [48] propose
a specification based testing approach for LPs. Their testing problem consists
of checking whether or not the formal semantics of a program include a given
finite set of atoms. However, they concentrate on a special subset of LPs with decidable semantics and therefore lack generality. There are also some approaches
on verifying non-monotonic rule bases such as [63] which analyzes rule bases
expressed in default logic or [64] which tests rule bases with production rules.
For further details concerning inconsistency checking techniques see e.g. [65–67].
Much research has been directed at the automated refinement of rule bases, e.g.
[69, 68]. Work has also been done on the refinement of rule bases using test cases,
e.g. [70, 68]. Work has also been done on the automatic generation of test cases,
e.g. [71]. A few methods have been proposed that are able to verify systems
with uncertainty, e.g. [72]. Several rule base debugging and validation tools have
been developed. For an overview see e.g. [73, 74]. Test coverage of imperative
programs has been intensively investigated in the past decades, e.g. [49], but
there are only a few attempts addressing the test coverage measurement for test
cases of rule based programs. Luo et al. [28] describe an approach which uses
the hidden control flow of Prolog programs to select adequate test data which
covers this control flow. However this method is only applicable if the LP can be
transformed into a procedural control flow based program. Our approach exploiting ILP techniques to measure the test coverage of test cases for GLPs is more
general and can be applied in a homogeneous KR where test cases, rules and LPbased meta programs for anti-unifying the instantiated programs and computing
the lggs are represented in a homogeneous KB based on a single representation
language. V&V of interchanged rule sets is an important task in upcoming rule
interchange formats which to the best of our knowledge has not been researched
at all. Using general (non-monotonic) properties of semantics which are adapted
to meta test cases for V&V of inference engines and in particular for determining
adequacy of the possible unknown semantics of an arbitrary inference engine is
an promising novel approach, which establish trust and reliability in open distributed environments, such as the Web, where rules are interchanged between
different target rule systems, e.g. inference engines provided as services on the
web.

9

Conclusion and Future Work

Test cases for V&V of rule based systems (Logic Programs) are particular wellsuited when rule bases grow larger and more complex and are maintained (possibly distributed) by different people. They help to capture the rule engineer’s
intended meaning of a LP and safeguard the evolution of the intensional knowledge base, i.e. facilitate updates and extensions of the rule base in order to
adapt the rule logic to changing requirements. In this paper we have attempted
to bridge the gap between the test-driven techniques developed in the Software
Engineering community, on one hand, and the declarative rule based programming approach for engineering logic programs, on the other hand.
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We have elaborated on an approach using LP-based test cases which use a set of
test goals (queries) to describe verify and validate the intended models of LPs
and have extended this test-driven approach with the notion of a test coverage
measure for determining the quality of a test case. Testing methodologies delivering quality data for LP reliability models and in particular for determining
the quality of test data (test coverage) have not been investigated very often. To
the best of our knowledge using ILP techniques and least general generalization
to compute a test coverage measure for LP testing has not been studied before.
The coverage notion define in this paper is a type of structural coverage, but it
is not based on control flow as common imperative measures. In fact it is more
related to code-based test adequacy criteria based on data flow coverage since
substitution of variables by terms, i.e. (full) instantiation of program clauses by
test goals, is central to the coverage concept. Data flow criteria have been well
researched for imperative languages, e.g. [18], and several empirical studies, e.g.
[19], have demonstrated their usefulness in the imperative domain. Therefore,
similar results might be expected in the declarative domain since the instance
order of program clauses induced by test case goals via unification is the natural
abstract model of a logic program.
In the context of rule interchange and validation of target inference engines we
have proposed a testing methodology exploiting test cases to analyze the implementation specifics of an inference engine with respect to performance and
scalability and w.r.t. general properties of the semantics implemented by the engine. The approach ensures correct execution of an interchanged LP in the target
environment even in case no further meta information about the execution environment are available. This helps to establish trust to the inference service and
safeguards rule interchange.
We have then extended logic programs to evolving logic programs which can
be updated using expressive ID-based update primitives. The update functions
allow treating rule sets as modules which can be dynamically added or removed
from the KB at runtime using their object / module identifiers (oid). We have
extended this approach to transactional updates which perform integrity tests
on integrity constraints or test cases and rollback the updates in case the tests
fail. This ensures integrity of the LP in case of dynamically changing rule sets.
The concepts introduced in the paper have been implemented within the ContractLog KR an expressive knowledge representation framework incorporating
several logical formalisms into logic programming such as LP based ECA rules,
deontic logic, defeasible logic, event logics, temporal logics, to name some. The
implementation integrates the test-driven development into the common testing
framework JUnit with support for Ant. This adds tool-support for test-driven
development of logic programs.
Finally, we have introduced a concrete RuleML-based syntax for serialization
of test cases in RDF or XML which facilitates e.g. rule interchange and XML
related tool support.
The findings about the application of test-driven development for rule-based development and the proposed testing methodologies and techniques in our opinion
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give enough reason to make a relevant contribution and simultaneously motivate
further research in this field. We plan to extend our approach in several ways,
relating to automated test case generation, applying automated refactorings,
larger meta test suites to test logic programs and inference engines, in order to
provide them as open services on the web, a deeper and more fine grained vocabulary to annotate rule engines and logic programs / test cases. Our vision is to
reach a similar market maturity of test-drive development in the agile development of Logic Programs and rule-based knowledge engineering as it is available
in Extreme Programming for imperative software development.
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Fig. 5. RuleML 0.89

Fig. 6. RBSLA 0.1

